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ABSTRACT 

Imperfections within coherent imaging systems often 

create high contrast diffraction patterns. Light scattering 

diffusers, phase gratings and other methods are used to re

duce their contrast by averaging their effects, but these 

devices create speckle patterns or other irradiance arti

facts that may be as objectionable as the noise they are 

intended to reduce. Weak diffusers--random phase plates 

with small phase variances--make a compromise possible be

tween speckle and diffraction noise. If the standard devia

tion of their phase is less than approximately a third of a 

wavelength, they can scatter most of the light that is inci

dent on them, so that their ability to average noise is no 

less than that of diffusers with large phase variances. We 

show in this dissertation that the contrast of their speckle 

patterns can be small under some circumstances. 

The angular distribution of light that is scattered 

by weak diffusers can be accurately specified. When the 

noise has a definite form, like the ringlets that result 

when light is diffracted from a dust particle, the distribu

tion of scattered light can be specified to particularly 

reduce the kind of noise that occurs. In any case, it can 
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be constrained so that most of the light is transmitted 

through the system aperture, resulting in a speckle pattern, 

a spatially filtered image of a phase plate, that has low 

contrast. Diffusers with large phase variances lack this 

flexibility; scattered light can be constrained to small 

angles only if the phase correlation length is large, as in 

coarse or non-uniform diffusers. 

We have computed the contrasts and the Wiener spectra 

of image speckle patterns of weak diffusers. These quanti

ties depend not only on the size of the aperture, but on the 

Wiener spectrum of the phase and the statistical law that 

the phase obeys. The speckle Wiener spectrum can consist 

primarily of high spatial frequencies if the phase Wiener 

spectrum is zero for spatial frequencies above a specified 

value, so that systems can be designed with image informa

tion in a different part of the spatial frequency spectrum 

from speckle. 

Diffusers with normally distributed phase produce 

lower contrast speckle patterns than negative exponentially 

distributed diffusers that scatter the same amount of light. 

Negative exponentially distributed diffusers can be produced 

by recording on a phase material like photoresist the speckle 

pattern that is produced a large distance from a strong dif-

fuser; the developed material is a weak phase diffuser whose 

phase Wiener spectrum is determined by the geometry of the 
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diffuser construction system. We show that normally distrib

uted diffusers can be produced by modifications of this 

construction technique and that some modifications allow 

greater flexibility in the specification of the phase Wiener 

spectrum. 

We examine speckle patterns produced by light that 

is partially coherent. Temporal coherence has little effect 

on speckle patterns in imaging systems, but the speckle 

Wiener spectrum produced in light that lacks spatial coher

ence can have larger low frequency and smaller high frequen

cy components. Speckle contrast, proportional to the square 

root of the integral of the speckle Wiener spectrum, is re

duced if the coherence length of the light is small enough, 

but illumination of intermediate coherence lengths produces 

patterns whose contrasts differ little from those of coher

ent light patterns. 

The characteristics of speckle patterns produced in 

planes not conjugate to the phase plate--their Fresnel dif

fraction patterns--are examined in order to establish focal 

tolerances for designs of coherent imaging systems. 

Characteristics of speckle patterns are described 

by ensemble averages. To establish the statistical stabil

ity of such quantities, the ratio of their standard devia

tions to their averages is computed for conditions that are 

commonly encountered in practice. 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

In the early part of the 1960's, two important ad

vances were made that promised important new applications 

for the field of optical imagery. The first of these was 

the invention of the laser and the subsequent demonstrations 

that these extremely coherent light sources could be con

structed easily and inexpensively. The second was the im

provement of holography with the use of the offset reference 

beam. Since holography had been invented in 1948, it had 

been used only to record small bright objects because there 

was no way to separate the twin images, but Leith and 

Upatnieks (1962) showed how recognizable images could be 

reconstructed from holograms of any object. Holograms made 

in laser light with offset reference beams appeared to make 

possible new and viable applications of optics. 

Several specialized uses of holography have been 

suggested, but one of the applications that could be the 

most widely used is the recording of imagery in a phase for

mat. The information in a hologram is contained in micro

scopic fringes that are formed when the object and reference 

beam interfere, and the fringes can be recorded either as 

1 
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variations in density on fine grain film or as a relief pat

tern on phase material such as photoresist. A phase relief 

image can be mass reproduced by stamping or printing, making 

use of the technology that has been developed by the printing 

and audio record industries, at a considerable cost saving 

over present methods. At present high resolution imagery is 

recorded on photographic film, usually silver halide film, 

which can be costly. 

Today holography has still not fulfilled the prom

ises it offered more than a decade ago. While recognizable 

reconstructions can be easily made of pictorial material, it 

has been difficult to reproduce high quality imagery from 

holograms that is comparable to conventional photographic 

imagery. 

Distortions caused by recording materials were recog

nized as an important problem by Kozma (1966) and today the 

correct use of photographic films and other materials has 

been studied extensively. Aberrations inherent in holography 

were first studied by Meier (1965) who showed how they can 

be minimized even without correcting optics, by properly 

designing the recording and reproduction systems. Likewise, 

noise that is caused by mixing higher order images with the 

desired reconstruction is understood, and systems can be 

designed to minimize this .effect. 
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One of the most difficult aspects in the design of 

coherent optical systems is the reduction of diffraction 

noise. Small dust particles or imperfections that would be 

of no significance in an incoherent systi 1 can cause high 

contrast diffraction patterns in an image in a coherent sys

tem. They can seldom be completely eliminated, and they 

detract seriously from the quality of coherent imagery, in

cluding reconstructions from holograms. It is clear that 

the design of coherent optical systems must include measures 

to control these effects if high quality imagery is to be 

produced. 

Redundancy has been the solution most often used for 

the problem of diffraction noise. Redundancy averages the 

effects of noise by illuminating an object from several di

rections, so that each directional component of the light 

passes through a different part of the imaging system. In 

holography, the image information is recorded in a multitude 

of positions in the hologram so that the effects of a dust 

particle or scratch are averaged over the entire recon

structed image in a way that makes their overall impact 

negligible. 

Strong diffusers, such as ground glass or milk glass, 

scatter light uniformly into every direction. When this kind 

of diffuser is placed between the coherent light source and 

the object, diffraction patterns are eliminated, but the 
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scattering process introduces irradiance variations of a 

different kind. These variations constitute the speckle 

pattern, and they can obscure the image more than the dif

fraction noise that is eliminated by the diffuser. The 

image of the strong diffuser speckle pattern always has high 

contrast, but its Wiener spectrum is dependent on the size 

of the aperture of the coherent optical system. It is most 

objectionable when the aperture is small. 

Pure phase objects, with either random or regular 

structures, have been used to create redundancy because they 

have no irradiance variations at their surface. When a 

phase object is coplanar with an object transparency, there 

are no irradiance variations in the image if the system is 

large enough to transmit all of the scattered light. In 

practice, of course, we must accept limits on aperture sizes, 

so that the image contains an artifact that is the spatially 

filtered image of the phase object. Its contrast is gener

ally small if the system can be designed to transmit practi

cally all of the scattered light. Regular phase objects 

produce artifacts that are themselves regular, and they tend 

to be more apparent and objectionable than the speckle pat

terns created by random phase plates. 

The acceptability of an image depends on the con

trast of the artifact at least as much as on its other char

acteristics, and we must know how to calculate this quantity 
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to design imaging systems with phase diffusers. The contrast 

of the speckle pattern of a random phase plate depends not 

only on the aperture size, but on the statistical law that 

the phase obeys and on the phase variance and the specific 

form of the phase Wiener spectrum. In this dissertation we 

will compute the characteristics of speckle Wiener spectra 

produced both by diffusers whose phase has negative exponen

tial and Gaussian distributions, and our computations will 

be made for a range of phase variances and a variety of 

phase Wiener spectra. The influence on contrast of all 

these relevant factors will be studied quantitatively. 

The requirement that most of the light be con

strained to small angles is one of the factors that deter

mines the optimum phase variance of a random phase plate. 

The phase plate scatters light through large angles like a 

strong, milk glass diffuser if the phase variance is large 

and the phase correlation distance is small. Light may be 

scattered through smaller angles if the phase correlation 

length is large, but the scattering distribution may be 

coarse and uneven, especially if the correlation length is 

comparable to the dimensions of the diffuser. If the phase 

correlation distance is small, the phase variance must also 

be small. However, when the variance is too small, the 

specular component of the radiation, the light that is trans

mitted without being scattered, may be large so that the 
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effectiveness of the diffuser in controlling noise is re

duced. A phase plate that is used as a noise reducing dif

fuser should have a small specular component, but a small 

enough phase variance so that the phase correlation distance 

can be small. 

In this dissertation we will show that, if the phase 

of a random diffuser is normally distributed, the percentage 

of specularly transmitted light is small when the phase 

standard deviation is one or two radians (2ir radians = 

1 wavelength). Not only is almost all of the light scattered 

in this case, but the scattering distribution can be speci

fied because it is nearly proportional to the phase Wiener 

spectrum. These small phase standard deviations appear to 

be optimum for noise reducing diffusers in imaging systems. 

The contrast of the image speckle pattern of a weak 

phase diffuser can be of surprisingly high contrast even 

when most of the diffracted light is transmitted, but it can 

sometimes consist primarily of high spatial frequencies. 

The optical system can often be designed to eliminate speckle 

noise that is not in the same part of the spatial frequency 

spectrum as the image, or the speckle may not be objection

able to a viewer in this case even if it is not eliminated. 

Speckle Wiener spectra whose low frequency content is small

er than their high frequency content are not possible if the 

diffuser is strong. We will show in this dissertation that 
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image speckle Wiener spectra are generally much more under 

the control of a system designer if the diffuser is weak. 

We will examine in detail how diffraction noise can 

be reduced by scattered light. Redundant imaging reduces 

noise by averaging it, but it is possible to design diffu-

sers whose characteristics are tailored to reduce noise in 

specific imaging systems when the amount of averaging is 

small. For example, much of the noise appears as a series 

of ringlets when it is diffracted from imperfections, and 

it has definite and predictable characteristics so that the 

design of a diffuser can be specialized. We will show that 

nearly optimum noise reduction occurs if the light is scat

tered through a relatively small minimum angle, and that it 

is usually not necessary to scatter light into larger angles 

to reduce noise to an acceptable level. If the angle through 

which light is scattered is larger than necessary, the 

speckle contrast may be enhanced without a commensurate 

reduction of diffraction noise. 

There has been some experimental investigation of 

the use of weak phase diffusers in coherent imaging systems. 

Upatnieks (1967) used as a diffuser the glare reducing plate 

that is often used as a cover glass for portraits, whose 

distribution of scattered light decreased linearly from a 

maximum in the forward direction to a small residual a few 

degrees off axis. The magnitude of the phase variance was 
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not measured, but it was small enough, so that practially all 

of the scattered light was transmitted. When the diffuser 

was in,the object plane, the amount of image plane speckle' 

was small, and the diffraction noise from dust and imperfec

tions within the system was considerably reduced. 

We must keep in mind that there are actually two 

distinctly different ways that speckle can be produced. The 

far field diffraction pattern of a rough object has been 

called "objective speckle" by Gabor (1970). If the correla

tion distance of the surface is small, this pattern can be 

considered to be statistically stationary over large areas; 

its characteristics in this case have been studied in detail 

by others. Gabor called the spatially filtered image of a 

rough surface, which consists of irradiance variations that 

were not present in the original phase object, "subjective 

speckle." We will be concerned primarily with the latter 

type, but we will refer to the properties of objective 

speckle patterns because they can sometimes be used to ex

pose phase material to construct random phase plates that 

can themselves be used as weak diffusers. 

Many of our calculations will be made in the Fourier 

transform domain. This method of analyzing diffraction prob

lems, has been used more and more in recent years, but it is 

seldom applied to statistical problems. We will show how 



Fourier methods can be extended to problems in statistical 

optics and will illustrate their application by examples 

from coherence theory. 



CHAPTER 2 

STATISTICAL PRINCIPLES 

The Fourier transform V(<JO) of a stochastic process 

u(x) is defined by the integral 

v(w) = | u(x) e'iwx dx . (2.1) 

If the process u(x) is ergodic and stationary, the average 

of |u(x)|2 is independent of the coordinate x. The process 

cannot be square integrable over the entire x-axis and, in 

a rigorous sense, it cannot truly haTe a Fourier transform. 

In spite of the mathematical difficulties, however, we can 

harmonically analyze a stationary process by its generalized 

transform W(OK ,AW). This can be defined, apart from a con

stant, by the relation (Papoulis 1965) 

W(o).,Aaj) - W(to.-Aw,Aw). = i— — u(x) dx . (2.2) 
J J J 1X 

- OO 

We can relate the interval Aw to the accuracy with 

which the transform may be measured. In practice, we must 

compute spectral quantities over large, but finite intervals 

10 
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of length L, and Aw is equal to 2TT/L, If Aw is small, the 

process u(x) is 

„ r T -iw-;X 
u(x) = lim £ W(w.,Aw) - W(w.-Aw,Aw) e ^ . (2.3) 

Aw->0 j 3 

Equation 2.3 is usually represented as a Stieltjes integral 

with the quantity in brackets as its measure: 

u(x) 
• 1' 

elwx dW(w) (2.4) 

If u(x) is stationary, the generalized transform W(w) is a 

stochastic process with orthogonal increments. This means, 

if | w. ~ w-. | >> Aw holds (Cox and Miller 1965, p. 311) 
3 K 

\ w j - Aw 
dW(w) 

fU, 

L Wj,-A(i) 
dW*(w) 2t t6  fWj, 

J'k Jm -
V(w) dw , 

w. - Aw 
3 

(2.5) 

where the brackets <) indicate an ensemble average, V(w) is 

the Wiener spectrum of the process, and 6^ is a Kronecker 

delta. 

We can regard results involving spectral components 

of stationary processes as limiting forms of results that 

relate to processes whose extent is large, but finite. In 

this regard, we follow the practice, adopted elsewhere 

(Bendat and Piersol 1966, p. 79) of writing Eqn. 2.5 in the 

heuristic form 
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< v(w) v* (w' )> = 2u V(w) 6 (tt-a)' ) (2.6) 

where the product v(w)v* (to1) is actually a limit of the prod

uct of Fourier transforms of a finite process. The quan

tity v(a>) , which we designate the Fourier transform of the 

stationary process, is actually the Fourier transform of a 

process that has been truncated at some arbitrarily large 

extent L so that the Fourier transform integral may exist. 

Equation 2.6 is used to calculate limits, as L becomes large, 

in integrals involving spectral quantities. 

An important relationship that may be derived from 

Eqn. 2.6 is 

< v(w) v (w' )> = 27T{Vrr(a))-Vii(aJ) + 2i Re [Vri (w) ] } 6 (w+w' ) , 

(2.7) 

where Vrr(w) is the Wiener spectrum of the real part of u(x), 

Vii(tt) is the Wiener spectrum of its imaginary part, and 

Vri(w) is the cross spectral density between the real and 

imaginary parts. If u(x) is complex, and its real and imag

inary parts are identically distributed and uncorrelated, 

the expectation <v(w)v(w')> is zero. 

If u(x) is a Gaussian process, the real and imaginary 

parts of v(w) are normally distributed because a linear 

transformation of a Gaussian process is itself Gaussian. 
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The expectation of a product of several different values of 

v(to) can be expressed as a sum of all possible correlation 

coefficients of different values of v(w) because of its 

Gaussian nature (Laning and Battin 1956, p. 83) 

(v(w^)v*(a>2) ...v(a)^)> 

(2.8) 

I < v(a>il)v(ukl)> < v(wi2)v(wk2)> . . .< vOim)v(wkm)> . 

For example, the expectation of the product of four different 

values of v(w) is 

< v(w1)v*(w2)v(w3)v*(a>4)> = < v(a)1)v#:(w2)> < v(w3)v*(o>4)> 

+ < v(w^) v* (w4)> < v* (w2) v(w3)> 

+ < vCw-^) v(O)3)> < V* ((JJ2)v* (W4)> . 

(2.9) 

We can often use Eqns. 2.6 and 2.7 to express expectations 

of products of v(w) in terms of its Wiener spectrum. If 

u(x) is real, these calculations can be simplified by making 

use of the relationship 

v(w) = v*(-w) . (2.10) 
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The transform vO) can often be approximated as a 

Gaussian process even if u(x) is not Gaussian, because, as 

a Fourier transform, it is a sum of a large number of 

weighted values of u(x) . If u(x) is real, and neighboring 

values of it are statistically independent, the real and 

imaginary parts of V(UJ) are, by the central limit theorem 

(Hoeffding and Robbins 1948; Rosenblatt 1956) can be used 

to show that the real and imaginary parts of v(w) are still 

normally distributed and have zero means if: 1) u(x) is 

complex and stationary, 2) its Wiener spectrum V(w) is finite 

for all w, and, 3) it is asymptotically statistically inde

pendent. If p[u(x)] is the probability distribution for 

u(x), asymptotic independence is defined by the relationship 

. llm, p[u(x,) ,u(x?) ] = p[u(x,)] p[u(x2)] 
| * 1 - X  2 | - H »  1  1  1  Z  
1 1 (2.11) 

The condition that the Wiener spectrum be finite for all to, 

including u = 0, requires that u(x) have a mean of zero. 

If it is not a zero mean process, a stochastic process to 

which the theorem can be applied can be defined by subtract

ing the mean from u(x). 

We should keep in mind that v(w) is Gaussian only in 

an approximate sense if u(x) is not itself Gaussian, and care 

must be taken to establish the accuracy of direct domain 
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quantities whose calculation makes use of this approximation. 

In much of our work, the direct domain quantity u(x) will be 

normally distributed and there will be no errors associated 

with the central limit theorem, but some analyses, like that 

of the strong diffuser speckle pattern in Chapter 5, make no 

assumptions about the distribution of u(x). 

Application to Coherence Theory 

To demonstrate the use of statistical Fourier 

methods, we will calculate the irradiance of a partially 

coherent image in light that is quasimonochromatic. The 

spatial coherence function r (x^,:^), defined as the total 

coherence function with a time parameter of zero, is a time 

average of light amplitudes X(x,t): 

RO(X1,X2) = X(X1,T)XACX2,T) . (2.12) 

The ergodic theorem can be used to show that 

also an ensemble average. If the light illuminates an 

object whose amplitude transmittance or reflectance is a(x), 

the spatial coherence function of the object is 

r
0(Ji,x2) = a(x1)aA(x2) I^Cx^x,,). (2.13) 

If the light that illuminates the object is spatially sta

tionary, the Fourier transform of its coherence function is: 
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r .> + -I(W1'X1-W2«X2) ^ ^ 

Jrw(xl'x2) e dxldx2 

/ 

= (2ir)2 fj^) SCwj^) (2.14) 

where w denotes the set of variables (to ,w ) and the delta 
x y 

is a Dirac delta function. The transformed coherence func-
A 

tion in the object plane may be expressed in terms of rw(w) 

and ot(co), the Fourier transform of a(x): 

T  ( t o , , w 9 )  =  — [  a ( w  '  ) a *  ( w ~ - 5 ,  + w '  )  I "  ( t o ,  - u >  '  )  d w '  .  
(2ir) J 

(2.15) 

For simplicity, we will assume that the aperture of 

the imaging system is in its transform plane so that the 

amplitude transfer function F(w) is the same for every part 

of the object. Also, we will assume here and in subsequent 

parts of this dissertation that the imaging system has a 

magnification of +1, so that, in the absence of spatial 

filtering, the image would be identical with the object. 

In this case, the transformed coherence function of the 

image is: 

F^,^) = F(W1)F*(W2) FO(W1,O;2) . (2.16) 
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An individual spatial frequency component g(w) of the irradi-

ance distribution in the image plane is found by summing the 

products of the amplitude transforms whose arguments differ 

by to. We make the substitution w = 

^IA^W,WL^ ^1'^2^ ' 

and integrate over : 

g(w) 
( 2 t f )  

R
IA(S,SI) DS1 

(2.17) 

(2.18) 

If we substitute Eqns. 2.15 and 2.16 into 2.18, the result 

is 

g(S) = 
(2IT)4 ^ 

a (w^) a* (u)^+ui) F (u^) F* (u^+w) rw~^2 

(2.19) 

The irradiance distribution of the image is the Fourier 

transform of g(w). 

Equation 2.14 suggests a method for generating par

tially coherent light. If the light that illuminates the 

object is generated by a large aperture collimator with a 

source at its focus, the Fourier transform of r(x^,x2) is 

the coherence function of the light that is emitted by the 

source. The source is spatially uncorrelated if the light 

is spatially stationary, and its irradiance distribution 
A -> * -* 

is proportional to r (w). Hopkins (1953) has called r(w) 
w 
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the "effective source," because partially coherent light may 

always be considered to have been produced by this collimator 

source arrangement, regardless of how it is actually produced. 

If the effective source is a point, the illumination 

A 

is coherent. In this case, r (w) is W 

which is the usual way of describing the irradiance trans

form of a coherent image. Energy considerations assure that 

the effective source cannot be truly infinite in size, but 

r w (u> )  =  ( 2 i r ) 2  6 (w 1 -w 2 )  ,  (2.20) 

and g(w) reduced to 

(2.31) 

A 

we can represent the incoherent limit by setting ^^(w) equal 

to a constant I. In this case, Eqn. 2.19 reduces to 

I 

x 2 

I g0(") T(w) ( 2 . 2 2 )  

where gQ(w) is the transformed object irradiance and T(w) is 

the incoherent transfer function. 
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In general, correlations between spatial frequency 

components can be related to spatial non-stationarities. 

If an object whose amplitude Fourier transform is a(u>) is 

illuminated by light whose amplitude Fourier transform is 

V(w) , the transform 8(io) of the emitted light is 

SO,) = 2 
1 (27R)Z 

V(w ) a(w,-w ) dw (2.23) 
^ a 1 a a 

and the correlation coefficient between two spectral coeffi

cients is 

< 3(W1)3*(W2)> = 1<TF(UA)V*(O»B)> A(W2-WB)A*(OI2-A)B) 

x d« dw, . (2.24) 
a D 

If the illumination is spatially stationary, we can use Eqn. 

2.6 to evaluate the expectation in the integrand. Equation 

2.24 becomes 

<BtS1)6s(S2)> = —ip- j VV'V1 «(®a)«*(S2-VSa) dSa • 

(2.25) 

If the object is incoherently illuminated, ?w(w) is equal to 

a constant I and Eqn, 2.25 becomes 

< 3(a>1)3*(w2)> = I g0(w2~"l^ * (2.26) 
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Equation 2.26 is a statement of the van Cittert-Zernike 

theorem. It says that the correlation coefficient between 

amplitude spatial frequency components of an incoherently 

illuminated object is proportional to the Fourier transform 

of the object irradiance. This can be reduced to the more 

common expression of the theorem that states that the coher

ence function in the far field is proportional to the dif

fraction pattern of an equivalent coherent source. 

Deitz (1975) pointed out that correlation coeffi

cients between irradiance transforms can be expressed in 

terms of amplitude correlation coefficients with the aid of 

Equ. 2.9. Because 3(5) is normally distributed, the coeffi

cient < | 3(w1) | 2 | 3(u>2) | 2> 

< | 3(0^) ] 2 | B(u2) | 2> = I lg(0) |2 + I |g(w2-w1) |2 . 

(2.27) 

We have used Eqn. 2.7 to show that the coefficient 

<3(w^)3(w2)> and its complex conjugate are zero because the 

source is self-luminous and emits with a phase that is ran

domly distributed between 0 and 2TT. The irradiance coeffi

cient of Eqn. 2.27 is the quantity that is measured by a 

Hanbury Brown-Twiss correlator. 

In later chapters we will compute the Wiener spec

trum of the speckle pattern in partially coherent light.' 

The methods illustrated in this section will also be used 
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in other areas, however, including investigations of the 

statistical accuracies of our results. Fourier transform 

methods can often be applied to statistical problems because 

they permit problems to be formulated in terms of readily-

apparent geometrical constraints, which are related to the 

correlation coefficients of spectral components. 



CHAPTER 3 

COHERENT OPTICAL NOISE REDUCTION 

One of the objectives of our work is the determination 

of a minimum system aperture size that permits an appropriate 

amount of noise averaging without introducing an unacceptable 

amount of speckle. In this chapter, we will take the first 

step toward that objective by determining how noise can be 

most effectively averaged and how much averaging is actually 

necessary to reduce noise to an acceptable level. We will 

examine the origin of the high contrast noise that occurs in 

coherent systems and identify the particular characteristics 

of the noise with which we must be familiar in order to 

specify a diffuser. It will prove possible to effect sub

stantial reductions in noise without greatly increasing the 

necessary aperture size, if the averaging is done properly 

and with consideration to the nature of the noise that is 

eliminated. 

While noise may be created in many different ways, 

it is usually caused by diffraction from dust particles or 

imperfections on some surface. The noise usually consists 

of sets of ringlets that are similar in appearance; the 

spacings between the ringlets are determined by the distance 

22 
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from the particle to the image plane, and their relative 

amplitudes are determined by the size and shape of the 

particles. We will study this type of noise especially 

because it can have surprisingly high contrast and its 

regular nature makes it particularly annoying. Many of 

the equations that we will develop will be applicable 

generally, however. 

Figure 1 is a schematic diagram of a coherent 

imaging system with a noise problem. The diffracting parti

cles are on plane P, which may be a hologram or the back 

surface of a lens, and a noise pattern is created when the 

diffracted light interferes with the undiffracted. Plane D 

L2 

Fig. 1. An imaging system that includes a diffuser. -- The 
coherent source S illuminates a diffuser D through 
the lens LI, and the image of the diffuser is in 
the plane F. A dust particle is in plane P. The 
plane L2 contains the imaging lens and the aperture 
stop. 
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contains a light scattering diffuser that influences the 

nature of the noise pattern by scattering the light, so that 

the particle is illuminated from many directions. We will 

calculate the total amplitude of the pattern in the imaging 

plane F by finding amplitudes h(x,u>) produced by each spatial 

Fourier component a(w) of the diffuser and combining them. 

The imaging system transforms each Fourier component 

of the object into a converging spherical wave a^(w) which 

is described by 

a. (to) 
r ̂ 

= a(u>) exp 
- y \ 2  

ik 1 x | 
2z O 

(3.1) 

For simplicity we assume that the center of each spherical 

wave is in the aperture plane L2 of the system so that each 

spatial Fourier component is either passed unattenuated or 

blocked. In terms of a(a>), the amplitude of the light in 

the image plane is 

h(x,a>) a (w) 1 - / x -
A w z  
2TT 

exp 
lir I x l  

A z .  
(3.2) 

where z is the distance from P to F, and A is the wavelength 

of the light. We will denote by s the distance to a point 

on a diffraction pattern from its center on plane F. The 

function / (s) is the amplitude of the light that would appear 

in the image if a plane wave of unit amplitude were to 
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illuminate an aperture in the plane P the same size and shape 

of the dust particle. If R(s) is the distance from the dust 

particle to the point s on the diffraction pattern, and t(u) 

is the transmission of the aperture, /(s) is 

/(s) le 
ikR(s) 

ARCS) 
t(u) exp 

iku* s 

WI 
du (3.3) 

I I 
when R(s) >> |s|. The irradiance distribution in the image 

plane is 

H (x) 
C2u) 

h(x,w)h* (x,w') dw dto1 (3.4) 

where the integration is over the spatial frequency region 

that is passed by the lens. 

We consider the diffuser to be a stationary stochas

tic process. In this case, its Wiener spectrum is given by 

< A* (A>1 )A (U)) (2?r) ̂  A(u>) 6 (w1 -w) , (3.5)-

where the brackets <> denote an ensemble average. We find 

an average value of H(x) by substituting Eqn. 3.5 into 

Eqn. 3.4: 
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H(x) = 
(2TT) 

A(U) 1 + ->• AWZ 
x " 2ir 

2 Re exp 
ITT | X 

AZ. X - ̂  
2ir 

dw. (3.6) 

If Zq, the distance to the image plane from the center of 

curvature of a(w) is large, the image consists of an image 

of a diffuser and a smeared version of the diffraction pat

tern from plane P. In this case H(w), the Fourier transform 

of H(x) is 

A -V /S 

H (to) = A 
, -> 
AZO) 
2rr 

H0(S) + g(S) (3.7) 

where H fw) is the Fourier transform of the diffraction O 

pattern without a diffuser, g(u>) is the transform of the 

image of the diffuser, and A 

r->-

is the Fourier transform 

of A(5) . 

We have computed the irradiance distributions H(x) 

of diffraction patterns of particular particles in optical 

systems with diffusers. For simplicity, we have performed 

one-dimensional calculations; we consider diffraction from 

a square particle whose sides are parallel to the coordinate 

axes. The amplitude of light that is diffracted along one 

of the axes is 
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/(S) - ib 

ARC?) 
ikR(s) . |w|b 

e ^ ' sine V— (3.8) 

where b is the length of a side of the particle. We also 

assume that Zq, the distance from the aperture to plane F, 

is large, so that Fourier components a(o)) are transformed 

into planar components ou(w)> rather than spherical compo

nents. Results can be easily extended to situations for 

which this is not true. If R(s) is large compared to |s|, 

the approximation 

/ (x) exp ik|x1^ 
2z. 

x 1 -

O -1 
(3.9) 

holds, where z is the distance to the image plane from the 

centers of the spherical wavelets into which the a(w) are 

transformed. In this approximation the noise diffraction 

pattern is a magnified version of the pattern that would be 

produced if ZQ were infinite. 

Figures 2 through 4 show how noise diffraction pat

terns are affected by weak diffusers that scatter two-thirds 

of the light that is incident on them. Curve (a) of each 

figure is the (half)-diffraction pattern that is created 

without a diffuser and curve (b) describes the pattern with 

a diffuser. The scattered light distribution is indicated 

by dotted lines on a scale such that abscissa distances 

divided by zQ are equal to the angle through which light is 
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O U E 
n 

0.3 0.5 0.1 0.2 0.6 

Distance (mm) 
0.7 0.4 

Fig. 2. Diffraction pattern 100 mm away from a particle. --
Curve (a) is the irradiance distribution of the 
pattern without a diffuser and curve (b) is the 
irradiance distribution when the system contains 
a diffuser with a scattered light distribution 
shown by the dotted line. The particle is a square 
0.2 mm on a side and the wavelength of the light is 
5000X. 
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.15 .20 .25 .30 .35 .05 .10 
0l8tance(mm) 

, Diffraction pattern 50 mm from a particle. -- Parti 
cle dimensions, light wavelength, and significance 
of the curves are as in Fig. 2. 
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.15 
Distance (mm) 

Fig. 4. Noise reduction by a diffuser with a gap at low 
spatial frequencies. -- Pattern is observed at 
50 mm from a 0.2 mm square particle. Curves are 
as in Fig. 2. 
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scattered. The best noise reduction occurs when light is 

scattered somewhat beyond the first dark ringlet, as illus

trated in these figures. Equation 3.6 can be used to show 

that the diffraction pattern irradiance H(x) would be one-

third of the larger irradiance profile if light were 

scattered through extremely large angles, because noise 

averaging by the two-thirds of the light that is scattered 

would be complete. We can see that the noise diffraction 

pattern would not be much different from the curves (b) in 

this case. 

Figure 4 can be compared with Figs. 2 and 3 to show 

how diffraction noise can be further reduced by shaping the 

scattered light distribution. The contrast of the pattern 

can be reduced sometimes by a factor of two if no light is 

scattered into small angles. We will show in later chapters 

that the contrast of the speckle Wiener spectrum is higher 

when -the distribution is shaped in this manner if the dif-

fuser is a phase plate. In general, the speckle contrast is 

also increased if the specular component is smaller, although 

a small specular component increases the ability of the dif-

fuser to reduce diffraction noise. The proper design of 

coherent imaging systems must balance all of these factors. 

In later chapters we will investigate the use of 

random phase plate diffusers. Other methods of noise reduc

tion however, can be described by the analysis of this 
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chapter. For example, noise may be reduced by partially 

coherent light if the point source S in Fig. 1 is replaced 

by an effective source of finite area; in this case, A(w) 

is replaced by T^(w), the transformed spatial coherence func

tion. An object transparency in plane D also diffracts light 

and reduces noise. The spectral composition of many images, 

especially pictorial images, is dominated by low frequency 

components so that an object transparency by itself does not 

scatter enough light to eliminate diffraction noise, but this 

is not always true, and some types of objects may eliminate 

diffraction noise by themselves. 



CHAPTER 4 

GAUSSIAN DIFFUSERS 

The success of the design of a coherent imaging 

system must ultimately be judged subjectively. Only individ

ual perception can decide if a diffuser has reduced diffrac

tion noise to an acceptable level or if the speckle that is 

created by the diffuser is intolerably great, and acceptabil

ity probably depends on the way the image will be used and on 

the nature of its subject matter. Nevertheless, a system 

cannot be designed without quantitative measures of perform

ance. In the previous chapter we showed how to calculate 

the reduction in contrast of diffraction noise that a clif-

fuser indices; in the next chapters we will calculate the 

contrast and Wiener spectra of the speckle pattern that it 

creates. 

Random phase plates have been proposed to distribute 

light within an imaging system because their images, when 

the aperture is large, have no irradiance variations. If 

the aperture is small enough to exclude some of the dif

fracted light, their spatially filtered images contain irra

diance variations whose contrast and Wiener spectra depend 

both on the size of the aperture and on the nature of the 

33 
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diffuser. We expect the contrast of the variations to be 

smaller when the aperture is large, but to effectively 

design coherent imaging systems, we must know quantitatively 

how these quantities are related. In this chapter we will 

derive some general aspects of this relationship and in the 

next we will give the results of some specific calculations 

of speckle Wiener spectra and contrast. 

Scattering Efficiency 

To determine how effectively a particular diffuser 

scatters light, we must know how the angular distribution of 

scattered light is related to statistical properties of the 

phase. The angular distribution of scattered light is pro

portional to the Fourier transform of the autocorrelation 

function of the light amplitude at the surface of the dif

fuser because spatial frequencies are proportional to scat

tering angles. In general, this autocorrelation function 

depends not only on the Wiener spectrum of the phase, but on 

its higher order correlation coefficients. However, for two 

important distributions, the normal and the negative expo

nential, it can be expressed in terms of lower order quan

tities. 

The autocorrelation function of the light amplitude 

at the surface of a random phase plate is 

<j>(x) = < exp [ie (x+xj) - ie C^)]) (4.1) 
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where 0(x) is the phase and the brackets <>denote an ensemble 

average. If 0(x) is normally distributed, the combination of 

0(x+x^) and 0(x^) in the exponential is also normally distri

buted because the two quantities are jointly normal (Shack 

1967), This means that (j)(x) is given by 

<|>(x) = exp {-h <[0 (x+x1) - 0(x1)]2>} . (4.2) 

In terms of x(x), the autocorrelation function of the phase, 

and cr, its standard deviation, <J>(x) is 

<{)(x) = e 0 exp [x(x)J . (4.3) 

The energy in the specular component is (J>(°°) and the 

total light energy is <K0) . The difference between these 

quantities is the scattered energy. The fraction G(a) of 

light scattered is 

RFFT1 _ <J>(0)-<H°°) 
G(cr) -  <j) (0) 

or 

G(o) = 1 - e~°2 . (4.4) 

This function is shown in Fig, 5 as curve (a). The specular 

component is small when the standard deviation of the phase 

is greater than about two radians, so that higher values of 
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2.0 1.2 1.6 
Standard Devlavtlofifd-) 

Fig. 5. Fraction of light scattered as a function of the 
standard deviation of the phase of a weak dif
fuser. -- Curve (a) describes a random diffuser 
whose phase is normally distributed, and curve (b) 
a diffuser whose phase distribution obeys the nega
tive exponential law. 

a do not greatly enchance the ability of the diffuser to 

reduce noise. 

The Fourier transform of <f>(x) is a sum of a Dirac 

delta function and a function that is proportional to the 

angular distribution of the light that is scattered. In 

Figs. 6 and 7, we have calculated some angular distributions 

for the case when the phase Wiener spectrum T(w), the 

Fourier transform of T(X) is given by 
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20 30 40 I 50 
Spatial Frequency 

60 

Fig. 6. Scattered light energy as a function of the spatial 
frequency of the field at the surface of a weak 
diffuser (small variances). -- Curves (a), (b) and 
(c) correspond to phase variances of 2.0, 1.0 aijd 
0.5 respectively. The phase Wiener spectrum T(w) 
is indicated by the dotted line. 
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-C n n 

20 30 SO 
Spatial Frequency 

60 40 

Fig. 7. Scattered light energy as a function of the spatial 
frequency of the field at the surface of a weak 
diffuser (large variances). -- Curves (a), (b) and 
(c) correspond to phase variances of 2.0, 4.0 an<£ 
10.0 respectively. The phase Wiener spectrum T(w) 
is indicated by the dotted line. 
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t( 2 o =  i f  1S |  <  n  
NF '1 

= O 

(4.5) 

if |u| > . 

The function T(w) is shown by the dotted line in the figures. 

The solid lines describe the distribution of scattered light 

2 2 
for several values of a . When a is small the light distri

bution is nearly proportional to T(w), but when it is larger, 

it is almost constant. The distribution is especially spread 

out when the phase variance is greater than two. 

Image Speckle Patterns 
with Large Apertures" 

We can calculate the Wiener spectrum of the speckle 

pattern in the image plane by finding the autocorrelation 

function of this pattern and computing its Fourier transform. 

The autocorrelation function I(x) is 

I ( x )  <g(x'+x)g(x)> dx , (4.6) 

where g(x) is the irradiance of the pattern. The irradiance 

g(x) is the square of the modulus of the light amplitude 

a(x) of the speckle pattern, which is given by 

a(x) = | p(x-x1) exp [i0(x1)] dxx . (4.7) 
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In Eqn. 4.7, p(x) is the spread function of the imaging sys

tem. Equations 4.6 and 4.7 can be used to express the speck-

le autocorrelation function I(x) in terms of 0(x): 

I(x) p (x' -x^-x)p (x'-x2)p* (x ' -x3-x)p* (x' -x4) (4.8) 

x <exp i[0(x^)+0(x2)-0(x3)-0(x4)]> dx^dx2dx3dx4 

The calculation of the ensemble average of the exponential 

is similar to that of the autocorrelation function of Eqn. 

4.1. The sum of the four jointly normal values of 0(x) is 

itself a normally distributed variable, and the expectation 

of the exponential is expressed similarly to Eqn. 4.2. In 
< 

terms of T(X), the autocorrelation function of the phase, 

I(x) is 

T -2a2 
I(x) = e P*(X1+X)P*CX2)P(X3+X)PCX4) 

r r~* -i /•"*" -1 , -i . r~y ^ X exp [-T(X1-X2)-TCX3-X4)+T(X1-X3J+T(X1-X4)+X(x2-x3) 

+ T(X2~X4)] dx1dx2dx3dx4 . (4.9) 

The numerical evaluation of Eqn. 4.9 requires intergrations 

over eight variables, and the task is too formidable to be 

attempted for most T(X) and p(x). Two-dimensional integrals 
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are often evaluated approximately by assuming rectangular 

symmetry so that T(X) and p(x) might be expressed 

= Trec(x) Trec(>,) 

and 

PC?) Prec(x) PrecCy) . (4.10) 

However this factorization of T(X) does not imply that the 

exponential can be likewise factored. 

The approximation of rectangular symmetry can be 

applied if the exponential is expanded and each term is 

evaluated separately. We will see in the next chapter that 

the lower order contributions to the speckle Wiener spectrum 

1 ( 3 )  can be zero for some ranges of spatial frequencies; 

when this occurs, the calculation of speckle contrast re-

i 
quires evaluation of the fourth order terms of the exponen

tial expansion. Because T(X) appears with six different 

arguments in the exponential, there are 6^ = 1296 fourth 

order terms, and the evaluation of each is long. In the 

next chapter we will perform in the Fourier transform domain 

a computation that is mathematically equivalent, but some

what shorter, and the Fourier transform computation will have 

an intuitive and physical interpretation that is difficult 

to apply to the direct domain evaluation of Eqn. 4.9. 
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A quantity that is of particular interest is the 

contrast of the speckle pattern. Contrast is usually de

fined in terms of maximum and minimum values of irradiance: 

I - I . 
n _ max min (A 

T + I ' 
max min 

but a definition that can be meaningfully applied to sto

chastic quantities must be expressed in terms of ensemble 

averages. We define speckle constrast as the ratio of the 

standard deviation to the average irradiance. In terms of 

the speckle autocorrelation function I(x) , the speckle con

trast dj is 

AI 
ICQ) - IQ) 

IO) 
(4.12) 

This definition of speckle .contrast has also been used by 

Skinner (1965), Pedersen (1974), and others. 

Equation 4.9 can be used to compute the speckle 

contrast in at least one important case. We will assume 

that the optical system is diffraction limited, so that the 

spread function p(x) is 

a l  JiC"2lSl> 

P( x )  =  g  n  |G| ( 4 a 3 )  
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and we will assume that the phase autocorrelation function 

T(X) can be represented by 

x(x) = a2 [1 - ax2 - ay2] . (4.14) 

This representation can be used when the difference between 

it and the true phase autocorrelation is small when the inte

grand is significantly different from zero. The phase auto

correlation must be much broader than p(x), and the phase 

variance a must be small. When these conditions hold, we 

make the substitution 

£ - xn x -

(4.15) 

n = x
2 ~ x4 

and find for the speckle autocorrelation function near the 

origin 

1(0) * e"2a | p*(x1)p*(x2)p(x1-|)p(x2-n) (4.16) 

x exp [t (f) +x (n) - 2aa2 (f *n) ] dx^ dx2 dt dn ' . 

If p(x) can be rerepresented by Eqn. 4.13, its self-convolu-

tion is equal to itself. This means the integral 1(0) can 

be written 
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1(0) = f p*(f)p(n) exp {-aa2[|f|2+|n|2+2f*n]> df dn , 

(4.17) 

and when the integral is evaluated it becomes 

1(0) = 1 - exp 
Si! 

4aa' 
(4.18) 

The asymptotic value I (°°) of the speckle autocorre

lation function can be evaluated in a similar way. Because 

the asymptotic value p(x) is zero, the integrand of Eqn. 4.9 

is significant only when jx^j and |x^| are small and |x^| 

and |x2| are comparable to |x| . In this case, Eqn. 4.9 is 

approximately 

I(x) 
2a' ->V 

p*(x1+x)p*(x2)p(x3+x)p(x4) (4.19) 

x exp [T(x^-xj)+T(x2~x^)] dx^ dx2 dx^ dx^ 

because the asymptotic value of T(X) is zero. When we make 

the substitutions of Eqn. 4.15 and recall that the self-

convolution of p(x) is itself, Eqn. 4.19 becomes 

I (°°) = e - 2a
: 

{j PCt C O  e x p  [T(S) ]  d £  F .  (4.20) 
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We assume again that T(£) has a broad quadratic form and that 

2 cr is small. The asymptotic value of I (°°) becomes 

I O) 1 - exp 
ft 2 -I 

4acr' 
(4.21) 

and the speckle contrast, from Eqn. 4.12, is 

- 1 

exp 
Q i  

4a o' 

(4.22) 

We can evaluate the constant a if we know more about 

the form of T(X). If its Fourier transform is represented 

by Eqn. 4.5, the form of T(X) is similar to Eqn. 4.13, and 

it has a Taylor expansion 

T(|X|) = a  
• n||S|2  

1 - -S- * 
(4.23) 

The constant a can be set equal to fi^/8. Because the expo

nential must be small, we can write Eqn. 4.22 

cjj = exp 
a :  

«2O2 

1 

(4.24) 

Equation 4.24 is valid if >:> holds and ° is small 

so that the effect of the higher order terms of Eqn. 4.23 

is negligible. 
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Fujii and Asakura (1974a,-b;1975) have measured the 

contrast of the large aperture speckle pattern to find the 

2 
parameter aa , which they use to characterize surface rough

ness. In general, the exact shape of the phase Wiener spec-

2 
trum must be known before the phase variance a can be 

computed from the speckle contrast, but if a is small and 

if >> holds, only the parameter a need be known. This 

parameter describes T(]X|) at small values of |x|. 

A diffuser that is used in imaging systems must have 

2 
a phase variance of a of at least unity, so that the specu

lar component of light is small. Figure 6 shows also that 

the limiting frequency ̂  t^ie aperture must be comparable 

to if the aperture is to be used efficiently. In later 

chapters, when we show how weak diffusers can be used in 

imaging systems, we will compute the speckle contrast under 

these condition. 

The calculations of both the scattering efficiency 

and the speckle contrast in this chapter are valid for dif

fusers whose phase is normally distributed. We will show 

in the next chapters that the statistical distribution of 

the phase has a significant effect on the characteristics 

of the speckle pattern. The statistical law must be known 

or verified before speckle contrast can be predicted 

accurately. 



CHAPTER 5 

NEGATIVE EXPONENTIAL DIFFUSER 

We have shown in the last two chapters that the 

nature of an image plane speckle pattern and the ability of 

a diffuser to reduce noise are determined by the Wiener spec

trum of the phase of the diffuser. The analysis of the pre

ceding chapter assumed that the phase is normally distributed, 

but this is not always the case. Caulfield (1971) and Waag 

and Knox (1972) have proposed a practical method of producing 

diffusers with specified phase Wiener spectra whose phase 

obeys a negative exponential law: 

In this chapter and in the next we will investigate dif

fusers whose phase is distributed in this way. We will 

calculate the amount of light that is scattered for a given 

standard deviation of phase. We will also derive the auto

correlation function of the speckle pattern that is produced 

in an imaging system by a negative exponential diffuser. 

(5.1) 

briefly describe this method of producing diffusers and will 

47 
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Caulfield suggested that a weak diffuser could be 

produced by recording on phase material the far field speckle 

pattern produced by a strong diffuser, with delta correlated 

phase and uniform irradiance transmittance. The developed 

phase material becomes itself a light scattering diffuser 

that can be used in an imaging system. Goodman (1963), Gold-

fischer (1965) and others have shown that the far field 

speckle pattern of a strong diffuser is statistically sta

tionary and has a Wiener spectrum that is proportional to the 

autocorrelation function of the radiation that illuminates 

the diffuser. This means that the Wiener spectrum of the 

phase diffuser made by Caulfield's method can be determined 

by shaping the irradiance distribution; it must be an auto

correlation of a positive function, but many Wiener spectra 

can be produced that obey this constraint. 

It is worthwhile to recapitulate the results of 

Goodman and Goldfischer. They characterized the strong dif

fuser as an array of uncorrelated point sources with random 

phases 3k that are uniformly distributed between 0 and 2ir. 

The light amplitude a large distance from the diffuser, where 

the phase material is placed, is equal to 

[S(uk)Au]^ 2* , 
ek(x) = jjpj- exp {i[Bk + XD^ (x-uk)]} (5.2) 
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where S(u^) is the average irradiance of the diffuser at the 

FU ->• 
k scatterer, the vector denotes its position coordinates, 

x represents the position coordinates of the point of obser-

vation, and is the distance from to x. The total ampli

tude is the sum of the amplitudes from all of the scatterers, 

and it is given by 

e(x) = I £i (x) . (5.3) 
k lc 

The autocorrelation function of e(x) is the expectation 

, ,-N ^ r [S(uk)s(uk,)Aukiuk,] 
< e(x1+x)e*(x1 )> = I ~ 

J- v v > 1 ̂  

T-'2 

k,k' X ? 

x <exp {i[(3k-Bk,) + 
K 

XD^F ^UK' "XL^ + XDK CUK'X)H>- (5-4) 

Because the phases 3^ are random and uniformly distributed, 

the expectation of each term for which k f k' holds is zero. 

We assume the observation plane is far enough from the dif

fuser so that is essentially the same for every point 

scatterer. In this case, the amplitude autocorrelation 

function is 
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< e(x1+x)e*(x1)> = -j~z J S(u) exp j^~ (u«x)J du . (5.-5) 

We have replaced the sum over k by an integral over the 

illuminated portion of the strong diffuser. If the diffuser 

has a transmittance of unity, the S(u) is the irradiance 

distribution of the light that illuminates the diffuser. 

We should notice that the expectation is independent of x-^ 

so that the strong diffuser speckle pattern is stationary. 

Because e(x) is a sum of a large number of indepen

dent random variables, its real and imaginary parts are 

normally distributed. Because they are uncorrelated, the 

irradiance, the sum of the squares of the real and imaginary 

parts, is negative exponentially distributed, and the irra

diance autocorrelation function is 

< i(x1+x) iCx^P = < e(x1+x)e*(x1+x)e(x1)e*(x1)> . 

(5.6) 

We can express this autocorrelation as products of pairs of 

e(x) as we did with another normally distributed variable in 

Eqn. 2.9. The expression contains the terms <e(xj+x)e(x^)) 

and its complex conjugate. We can show from Eqn. 5.4 and 
N 

the randomness of the phases 3k that these terms are zero. 

The irradiance autocorrelation is 
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< i(x1+x)i(x1)> 
I2? 

Sfu) du 

A2D2 

S(u) exp INR 

(5.7) 

2 
du 

The first term is a constant background irradiance that is 

not important in our application. The Fourier transform of 

the variable part of the irradiance autocorrelation function 

is proportional to the Wiener spectrum of the v:eak diffuser: 

I(w) = I [<i(x^+x)i(x^)) - B] e 1U*X dx , (5.8) 

-y. 

where B is the background irradiance. In terms of S(u), I (to) 

is 

1(5) 
(2TTAD) 2 

S (u) S u + ̂  
2TT 

du . (5.9) 

Schiffner (1966) arrived at Eqn. 5.9 by assuming that 

the real and imaginary parts of the amplitude transmittance 

of the diffuser are normally distributed and that the speckle 

pattern of the strong diffuser is observed in the focal plane 

of a lens or in the Fraunhofer far field. The amplitude e(x) 

in this case is the Fourier transform of the amplitude at the 

surface of the diffuser. Equation 5.7 is derived as above, 

but the Gaussian nature of e(x) is demonstrated not by 
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application of the central limit theorem, but of the rule 

that the Fourier transform of a Gaussian process is also a 

Gaussian process. 

The apparent equivalance of these derivations may 

seem paradoxical. The central limit theorem can be used to 

show that the real and imaginary parts of the amplitude of 

the speckle pattern of the strong diffuser are normally 

distributed, regardless of the statistics of the diffuser. 

However the preservation of Gaussian properties under a 

linear transformation implies that the diffuser amplitude 

itself, the Fourier transform of the speckle amplitude, 

obeys Gaussian statistics. Of course the statistics of the 

speckle pattern amplitude are only approximately normal if 

those of the diffuser are not normal, and its distribution 

is not necessarily preserved under a linear transformation. 

The apparent contradiction is of little physical significance 

when the density of the independent point scatterers is high 

because the total light amplitude leaving a very small area 

of the strong diffuser is a sum of amplitudes from several 

very close point scatterers; this total should obey Gaussian 

statistics. 

We should notice that the derivation of Eqn. 5.9 

that is based'on the point scatterer mode of a strong dif

fuser does not apply only to speckle patterns in the Fraun-

hofer region. It assumes that the distance is essentially 
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the same for every point scatterer. The strong diffuser 

speckle pattern has the same characteristics over a wide 

range of distances. 

Scattering Efficiency 

In order to know how efficiently a negative expo

nential diffuser scatters light, we must compute its ampli

tude autocorrelation function. The energy in the specular 

component of light and the precentage of light that is 

scattered, as a function of the phase standard deviation, 

can be computed from this function and compared with the 

corresponding quantities that we calculated for the Gaussian 

diffuser. The amplitude autocorrelation function is, from 

Eqn. 4.1 

<j> (x) = < exp i[0(x^+x) - 0(x^)]> . (5.10J 

This is the characteristic function, with argument unity, 

of a single variable p, defined as the difference between 

0(x^+x) and 0(x^). The probability distribution of p can 

be expressed as a convolution of individual distributions 

if a set of independent variables can be found in terms of 

which p can be expressed. The computation of such a set of 

variables, when values of 8(x) at different points are corre

lated, was first performed by Kac and Siegert (1947), who 

applied their results to communications theory. 
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To apply the Kac-Siegert analysis, we express p in 

terms of the light amplitudes e(x) that were used to expose 

the diffuser: 

p = K | e (x1+x2) p - K lefx^l2 . (5.11) 

The constant K is a function of the exposure parameters and 

the characteristics of the phase recording material. We 

will seek a linear transformation from the e(x) to a set of 

variables such that: 1) the new variables Hj) are 

uncorrelated, and, 2 )  the expression for p in terms of {£j} 

contains no cross-products of different Ky 

For simplicity, we will designate e(x^+x) as and 

e(x1) and e?. The transformation that relates {e.} to {£•) 
J. M J 

IS: 

E. 
I 

I d.. • (5.12) 
j=l J 

The variable p can be expressed in terms of (£j) by substi

tuting Eqn. 5.12 into Eqn. 5.11: 

» - J , hi dij dik S % , (5.13) 
ij k=l J J 

In Eqn. 5.13, 1^ is 1 and h2 is -1. In order to satisfy the 

condition that there be no cross terms, the {d^j > must obey 
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HI DIJ D!K • V F5-14' 

where 6^ is a Kronecker delta. When this holds, we can 

express the {E,.} 

) h  ^ = IJ-I HI ̂  DFK 'I (5'15) 

and, with the aid of Eqn. 5.12, this can be expressed 

• J, HI EI DIK • <5-16> 

Equation 5.16 can be used to compute the correlation coeffi

cient between different members of {£j}: 

= . HI DIK D
3JL 

<EIEJ> - <5-I7) 

We can show that different members of {£.} are uncorrelated 

if 

2 
<UJ 2> D* ) k  

I h. d* (c.ej) (5.18) 
i=1 X XK X J 

holds by substituting the expression into Eqn. 5.17: 

VI " * (5'19) 
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The Kronecker delta relationship of Eqn. 5.14 shows that 

this quantity is zero if k f £ holds. 

Because the real and imaginary parts of e(x) are 

zero-mean Gaussian processes, those of each are also 

-y. 
because they are related to e(x) by a linear transformation. 

This means that the probability distributions of the can 

be specified by the second moments of these quantities. We 

will use Eqn. 5.18 to calculate ^ anc* then show how the 

moments of the real and imaginary parts of 5^ are related to 

this quantity. 

Equation 5.18 is an eigenvalue equation, with eigen-

•j 
vectors d? and eigenvalues < |E| > . It can be written in 

IX X 

matrix form as 

— 

< K i 2 >  <£1^) d  ̂  
alx 

=  < I e x I 2 >  

dix 

-<  l ^ l 2 )  d* 
2x d2x 

We have used the stationarity of e(x) to equate some of the 

elements of the matrix. The characteristic equation is 

< IE X1 2> 2  - < | £ L|V - L<E I E|> | 2  (5.2I) 

and the eigenvalues are 
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<UX|2> = ± [<|e(x1)|2>2 - < |e(x1+x)e*(x1)|>2]'s . (5.22) 

That one of the eigenvalues is negative indicates that the 

variables are subtracted, as are the 9(x). The transmittance 

autocorrelation function of the diffuser is 

<j>(x) = <exp iK[|?1|2 - 15 212]> , (5.23) 

2 
where the expectations of each |?.J are the positive roots 

of Eqn. 5.22. 

We can show that j> is zero because it is a sum 

of <£.£.) , which we have shown to be zero. It follows from 
L 3 

this and from the fact that < is zero when i f j holds 

that the real and imaginary parts of are not correlated 

with the real and imaginary parts of Because the real 

and imaginary parts are normally distributed, higher moments 

2 2 
are also zero and 1^1 and |?2I are statistically inde

pendent . 

We can also show from the nature of the correlation 

coefficients between e.^ that the real and imaginary parts 

of the same are uncorrelated. If E can be represented 
1 X 

Sx = aex + be2 , (5.24) 

the correlation coefficient between Kxr and real 

and imaginary parts of E , is 
A 
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<5 K -> = a a. [< J e, | 2> -< I e. . | 2> 3 + b b. [< |e, |2>-<l e, . I 2>1 ^xr xi r I 1 1 lr' 1 li' J r I1 1 2r' ' 2i' J 

+ [arbi+iibr] ^ elre2r^ elie2i^ ̂  

(5.25) 

+ [a b -a.b.] [< e, e-.>+< E. . e0 >] L r r l i 1 lr 2i li 2r J 

+ [a2-a?] <e, e,.> + [bj-b?] < e0 e0-> L r iJ lr li L r iJ 2r 2i 

We can show from Eqn. 5.5 that the correlation coefficient 

between real and imaginary parts of e(x) is an odd function 

of position coordinates: 

<elie2r> "<e2ie«lr> * (5.26) 

This, and the fact that the real and imaginary parts of e(x) 

are identically distributed, means that <£ ? •> is zero. xr A J. 

The identical nature of the distributions of the 

real and imaginary parts of e(x) also implies that the real 

imaginary parts of £ have the same variance. This means 
O 

that each of the |£ | has a negative exponential distribu-

tion, similar to Eqn. 5.1, with o replaced by a', given by 

a' ' [< UcSj)!2)2 - < |e(J1+£)e*(Ji:>l>2]!* . (5.27) 
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The probability distribution of p, expressed in 

2 2 
terms of the variables | a n d  l^l i-s 

p ( p ) = j <H p-U 1I 2 +U 2I 2) PCLQI 2) p (U 2I 2 )  DU XL 2  AU 2| 2  

(5.28) 

The Dirac delta function may be written 

«C p-U x l  Z+U 2 l  Z3 = J exp [-iv(p- UJ 1 2+ U 21 2)3 dv 

(5.29) 

When Eqn. 5.29 is substituted into Eqn. 5.28, P(p) becomes 

P ( p )  =  i  [ e"ivp 2 —I dv ' f 5 - 3 0 '  
Z7T J 1+v 

and the transmittance autocorrelation function, the Fourier 

transform of p with an argument of unity, is 

a(x) = --9 - 5 2-T * (5*31) 

1 + K< leCxj) | > - K< | e(x1+x)e* (x1) | > 

The autocorrelation function x(x) of the phase can be defined 

T(X) = K< i (x-^+x) i (x^.)) , (5.32) 

where i(x) is, as in Eq. 5.6, the irradiance of the speckle 

pattern that is used to create the diffuser. In terms of 

T(X), <j>(x) is 
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.<Kx) = j~ — . (5.33) 
1 + 2A - T(X) 

The fraction of light that is scattered is computed by-

noting that the energy in the specular component is propor

tional to cf» C°°) and that the asymptotic values of the phase 

autocorrelation function x(x) is a^. This fraction G(o) is 

2 
G (a) = T . (5.34) 

l  +  o  

This expression, apart from a minor error, was derived by 

Waag and Knox (1972) by a different method. Equation 5.34 

is plotted as curve (b) in Fig. 5, where it can be compared 

with the corresponding expression for a Gaussian' diffuser. 

We see that a Gaussian diffuser scatters more light than a 

negative exponential diffuser with the same phase variance. 

Image Speckle Pattern 

The calculation of the autocorrelation function of 

the image speckle pattern of a negative exponential diffuser 

is similar to that of the amplitude autocorrelation function 

at the surface of the diffuser. The autocorrelation func

tion of the speckle pattern, as in Eqn. 4.8, is 
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I ( x )  = | p*(xx+x) p*(x2)p(x3+x)p(x4) (5.35) 

->• 

x  < e x p  i [ 0 ( x ^ ) + 0 ( x 2 ) - 0 ( x ^ ) - 6 ( x ^ ) ] >  d x ^ d x ^ x ^ d x ^ ^  

The computation of the expectation of the exponential 

function in Eqn. 5.35 is similar to that of the exponential 

in Eqn. 5.10. A variable p', defined similarly to p 

p '  =  0 ( x 1 ) + 0 ( x 2 ) - 0 ( x 3 ) - 0 ( x 4 )  (5.36) 

is expressed in terms of four independent negative exponen-

2 2 2 
tially distributed variables with variances a^, a2, and 

2 
a4 are eigenvalues of the matrix 

< UJL'> 

< * 

•< E^E|> * 

• <  * 

< |EJ| > 

• < c 2 e * > *  

* 2 4 

< 

< E2 E3> 

DCJ 2) 

.  {  p  c  ^  

< E^J) 

< e 2 e * >  

-<e2e4> 

< IE X| > 

(5.37) 

In our designation of the matrix, we have used to denote 

the function efxp. We have used the stationary e (x) to 

equate some of the matrix elements, as we did with the 2x2 

matrix of Eqn. 5.20. 
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The probability distribution of p' is similar to the 
i  

distribution of Eqn. 5.30 

pCe') = IHJ j e"iVp' 
dv 

(1 + ivcr^) (l + ivc^) (l + iva^) (1 + iva^) 

(5.38) 

and the transmittance autocorrelation function is the Fourier 

transform of P(p') with v equal to unity. 

long to be used in most numerical computations. In the next 

chapter we will develop a method of computing Wiener spectra 

in the Fourier transform domain that can be easily applied 

to Gaussian diffusers, negative exponential diffusers, and 

possibly other types. The speckle Wiener spectrum to which 

it leads is a power series expansion whose first few terms 

provide sufficient accuracy when 0(x) is small. We showed 

in Chapter 3 that the best noise reducing diffusers require 

small phase standard deviations, so that the series expansion 

should describe their Wiener spectra adequately. 

The solutions to the characteristic equation are too 



CHAPTER 6 

FOURIER TRANSFORM METHODS 

The development of the Fourier transform approach 

to image formation is usually attributed to Ernest Abbe, who 

worked in the last century, but it has only recently become 

widely used. It is applied to coherent optics by decom

posing the light amplitude at the surface of an object into 

spatial Fourier components, each of which enters the optical 

system from a different direction. If the system is aberra

tion-free, and if the stop of the system is in the Fourier 

transform plane, each of these directional components is 

either transmitted or blocked, and the amplitude of the 

image is the sum or integral of the surviving components. 

The methods of analysis is often extended to systems whose 

stops are not in the Fourier transform plane by treating 

each portion of the image separately. Although each direc

tional component of light is neither passed nor blocked in 

its entirety, the portion of it that arrives at each point 

is either present or absent. We can treat the portion that 

arrives at each region as present or absent if the regions 

are small or if the stop is not far removed from the Fourier 

transform plane. 

63 
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Fourier methods are also applied to incoherent sys

tems. Equation 2.22 shows that, in the incoherent limit, 

the irradiance of the image is related to the irradiance of 

the object in a multiplicative manner, with a transfer func

tion that is the convolution of the coherent transfer 

i 

function. The nature of the spatial filtering problem is 

different in this case; it is actually the time average of 

the irradiance whose transforms are related in a multipli

cative manner, and the light amplitudes are not related in 

this way at all. .The analysis of incoherent images has been 

the most frequent application of Fourier methods. 

Stochastic processes are an especially important 

application of Fourier analysis because the correlation 

coefficients between spectral components can often be com

puted easily. The average value of a Fourier component of 

the irradiance, which is produced when two amplitude compo

nents interfere, can be computed from the amplitude spectral 

correlation coefficients, so that the Wiener spectrum and 

other aspects of the problem can be described in terms of 

expectations of products of amplitude Fourier transforms. 

We will describe the Wiener spectrum of an image speckle 

pattern in this way. 

We can learn much about the speckle pattern created 

by a weak diffuser by considering, in a general way, the 

influence of the aperture size on the image of a phase 
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object. If g(w) is the Fourier transform of the irradiance 

distribution of the image, a(w) is the Fourier transform of 

the amplitude at the surface of the phase object, and F(w) 

is the amplitude transfer function of the imaging system, 

g(2) is 

g(w) 
(2ir) 2 

a* (w-^) a (to^+w) F* (u>^) F (w^+cu) dco^, , (6.1) 

where, as before, w denotes the set of variables (o>x,Wy). 

As we pointed out in Chapter 2, the Fourier transforms must 

be considered to be taken over large, but finite areas if 

they describe stochastic processes, or the Fourier integral 

would not exist. 

The amplitude of the light that emerges from a phase 

object may be expressed in an exponential form 

a(x) = e*9^X^ , (6.2) 

where 0 (x) is a phase function. The Fourier transform a(oi) 

of the amplitude may be expressed in terms of Fourier trans

forms s (S) of powers of 0 (x) if the exponential is expanded: 

«(5) - I ^ sn(S) ' (6"3) 
n=0 
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The zero order component is the transform of the specularly 

transmitted portion of the light, and it approaches a two-

dimensional Dirac delta function when the phase plate is 

large: 

s0(w) = (2tt) 2 6(S) . (6.4) 

The irradiance transform g(w) of Eqn. 6.1 may be expressed 

in terms of sn(w), using the identity for products of infi

nite series (Rainville 1960, p. 56): 

00 00 00 n. 

1 I /(k,n) = I I / (k,n-k) . (6.5) 
n=0 k=0 n=0 k=0 

The irradiance becomes 

, oo n . 2k-n 

g(w) = 2 I I fct (n-k) 
(2TT) n=0 k=0 ln KJ 

x sn-kC^i)sCt^i+w) F*(S1)F(w1+w) du^. (6.6) 

The transform g(w) is a sum of terms of different orders 

that are represented by the. index n. The zero order term 

g0(w) is 

gQ(w) = (2-rr)2 <5(w) . (6.7) 
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For simplicity, we consider the transfer function 

F(w) to be real and even as would occur if the imaging sys-

term is diffraction limited and F(to) is the transmission of 

the limiting aperture. In this case, terms of odd order 

are identically zero, and the second order term in the 

expansion of g(to) becomes 

g2(w) = ——2 sj(w1)s1(w1+a)) F(a)1)F(to1+a)) da^ 
(2IT) J 

( 6 . 8 )  

1 

( 2 t t ) 2  

S2CWI)SO(WI+W) F(W1)F(W1+(O) DU^ 

The first term in Eqn. 6.8 represents the inter-

f erences of first order components of a(co) with each other, 

while the second term represents the interferences of second 

order components with the undiffracted background component. 

The second term can be simplified with the aid of Eqn. 6.4 

so that g2 becomes 

g?(w) = J 
L  ( 2 t t )  

s*(w^)s^(u>^+w) F(«^)F(w^+w) dw^ 

s2(S) F(S) F(0) . (6.9) 

We will consider, as we did in Chapter 3, a diffuser 

whose phase 9(x) has no spectral components above some spa-

tial frequency Then each order term of a(w) obeys 
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s (to) = 0 if (to^ + > nQ, . (6.10) 
n x y 1 

Also, let the imaging system be diffraction limited. In 

this case, the transfer function is 

. _ . 2 2 % _ 
if (u>x + wy) < »2 

(6.11) 

if (M^ + 
v x y J  2 , 

where ̂  is the highest spatial angular frequency that is 

transmitted by the aperture. Figure 8 illustrates the 

limits of integration that Eqns. 6.10 and 6.11 impose on 

Eqn. 6.9. In this diagram, the solid lines indicate the 

extent of s^(w^) and s^(w-^+w) in the spatial frequency 

domain and the dotted lines indicate the extent of F(w^) 

and F (w^+co). Because ̂  greater than the contribu

tion to g2(w) is found by multiplying and integrating over 

the overlap region that is bounded by solid lines. Figure 

8b illustrates the limits of extent that are imposed on the 

second term of Eqn. 6.9. Here, the solid line denotes the 

extent of S2(w) and the dotted line denotes the extent of 

F(w); the contribution of this term to g2(w) is equal to 

S2(w) within the dotted line and it is zero outside it. 

F(U) cyl 
to 
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CO 

CO* 

Fig. 8. Regions of integration in the domain of 

Eqn. 6.9. -- The solid lines in (a) and (c) outline 

the regions where s^(io^) and s^(w^+u)) are not zero 

and the solid lines in (b) and (d) describe the 

region where s2((S) is not zero. Within the dotted 

lines, F(u^) and F(w^+u) are unity. 

We see that the first term of Eqn. 6.9 is unaffected by 

spatial filtering if ̂  *-s greater than The two terms 

7 ? %>* -> 
cancel if (w +wr)2 S holds, so that g,(w) is non-zero 

x y l  . & 

only for spatial frequencies that are greater than 

If the phase 0(x) is small so that g(w) may be approximated 

by terms of second and lower order, the irradiance pattern-
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of the image should be appreciable only at high spatial 

frequencies. Strong diffusers do not behave in this way. 

We will show in Chapter 9 that their speckle Wiener spectra 

are proportional to the autocorrelation function of the 

aperture of the imaging system and must always be large at 

low spatial frequencies. 

Figures 8c and 8d illustrate the case when ̂  

less than Both regions of integration are within 

dotted lines and both parts of g£ are affected by spatial 

filtering. The value of g£ will generally not be zero 

at low spatial frequencies in this case. Similar analyses 

2 2 
show that the fourth order term is zero when (w + w ) 2 < 

X J L* 

holds and if 2^ is less than 9,^, and that higher order 

terms do not contributed if the aperture size, proportional 

to ^2' appropriately larger. When the phase retardation 

is small, a diffraction image of a phase plate can be made 

to be comprised primarily of high spatial frequencies if ^ 

is large enough and if the extent of s^(ui) in the Fourier 

transform domain is limited. 

If the phase 0(x) is random, its image is a speckle 

pattern. Because its limiting aperture is in the Fourier 

transform plane of the system, the Wiener spectrum of the 

speckle pattern can be expressed (see Eqn. 2.6) 

(2TT)^ I(W) <g*(w)g(w')> , (6.12) 
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or, in terms of. the expansion g(w): 

CO oo 

(2tt) I(w) 6(w'-co) =11 < g*(u' (w)> . (6.13) 
m=0 n=0 m n 

The quantity in brackets, from Eqn. 6.6, is 

-> 1 r r Ck-£) + Cm-n) ] 

gm^gn^ ~ (2lr)4 jjg kJQ k! A ! (n-k) ! (m-A) ! 

(6.14) 

•> 

(  sm-JtC w l> stC <VM)sS-kCW2>sk(u2+ u 5 >  

x F (S^) F* (w^+w) F* (W2) F(^2+w) dw^ da>2 • 

The expression is long, but it is straightforward to evalu

ate the integrals separately and add their contributions 

together. To evaluate the integrals, we express the inte

grands in terms of s^(w). Because sn(3) is the transform 

of 0n(x) it can be expressed in terms of transforms of 

lower powers of 0(x) with the aid of the relationship 

s  ( 2 )  =  — s * ( w ' ) s  k ( w ' + w )  d t o '  .  ( 6 . 1 5 )  
n  ( 2 t t )  k  n  K  
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Special Cases 

Gaussian Diffuser 

If 0 (x) obeys Gaussian statistics, the real and 

imaginary parts of s^(w) are each normally distributed 

because the Fourier transform of a Gaussian process is 

also a Gaussian process. This means that the expectations 

in the integrals of Eqn. 6.14 cannot only be expressed as 

products of Sj,(w), but as a sum of expectations of pairs 

of s^(w), in the way that is indicated in Eqn. 2.9. For 

example, the term for which m=n=2 and k=£=l is 

4(27r) 
< s-j. (w^) s| (ui-j, +w) s| (w^) s^ (w2+u))> 

x F (w^) F* (w^+w) F* (w2) FCw^+w) dw^ dw2 ( 6 . 1 6 )  

Because the real and imaginary parts of s^w) are normally 

distributed, the expectation in Eqn. 6.16 may be expressed 

->• 

< S1(WL)SJ(WL+A))SJ(A)2)S1(A)2+W)> 

< s^ (w^) s| (wj: +w)> < S{(S2)S1(52+5)> 

(6.17) 

+  <  s ^ ( w ^ ) s * ( S 2 ) > < s | ( w ^ + w ) S l ( S 2 + w ) >  

+ < S^ (W^) S-Ĵ  (W2 + W)> < S| (W^+W) S| (W2)> . 
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Since the process 0 (x) is stationary, the transform 

and the phase Wiener spectrum T(w) obey the relationship 

< sJOo'^Cu)) = (2tt) 2 T(w) S(5'-u) . (6.18) 

Also, the reality of 0(x) implies, for its Fourier transform 

S;LC«) = s|(-w) . (6.19) 

Equation 6.17 can be expressed in terms of T(w) with the aid 

of Eqns. 6,18 and 6.19: 

< s1(S1)sj(51+iS)sjtf2)s1(iS2+3)> 

(6.20) 

(2tt) 4 62(3) T(S1)T(52) 

+  ( 2 i r ) 4  6 2 ( w 1 - w 2 )  T(S 1)T(«1+W) 

+ (2ir)4 6(w2+w2+w) T (io^)T (w^+w) 

The integral of Eqn. 6.16 can be simplified by 

substituting Eqn. 6.20 and eliminating the Dirac delta func

tion by integrating over one of the variables. One of the 

terms in the expansion I (u>) becomes 
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1(25) = —I-G-SCS)! 
( 2 t t ) Z  4  

4(2 

+ —I 

TFWPLFO^)!2^ 

J f T(w1)T(51+2)IF(w,)F*(w1+w)I2dS, (6.21) 
2ir) ' 1 1 1 

T(W1)T(W1+U) F(S1)F*(31+W)]2DW1 + ... 
4 ( 2 TT ) 2 

The terms with coefficients of Dirac delta functions are 

contributions to the average energy of the speckle pattern. 

They can be calculated more easily by finding <g(0)> in the 

manner described above and squaring it. 

The order of the terms in this series can be deter

mined by the number of appearances of T(w) in a term. 

(Equation 6.21 consists of second order terms.) If the 

phase variance is small, the contributions of higher order 

tend to be successively smaller because T(w) is proportional 

to the phase variance. However, the second order contribu

tion to I (to) is zero at low spatial frequencies when 

£2^ < ^ holds, and to study the behavior of I(w) under 

these conditions, we must calculate the fourth order contri

butions to it. This is a lengthy computation, because 

integrals consisting of all possible pairs of s-^u) must be 

evaluated and similar terms identified, but the computation 

can be automated with the aid of a computer. 
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Equation 4.9 shows that each term in the expansion 

for I(w) should have a common factor of e , where a is 

the phase variance, related to T(w) by 

a2 = —^ f T(3) dw . (6.22) 
(2TT) J 

We can increase the accuracy of our expansion of I (w) by 

2 4 
recognizing that it should be a product of (l-2a +2a 

- 2o 2 
the expansion of e , and another expansion. For example, 

third order terms should contain some second order terms 

multiplied by (-2a ), and the fourth order terms should con

tain some second order terms multiplied by (+2o^) and some 

2 
third order terms multiplied by (-2a ). By recognizing 

-2a2 

these terms, the factor e can be divided out of the 

expansion for I(w) and considered separately. If the opti-

^ • 

cal system is diffraction limited, so that F(w) is repre

sented by Eqn. 6.11, the expansion for I (u>) can be 

represented 

I(S) = e"2°2 [IIICS)+IIII(S)+IIVa(SD+IIvbCw) 

+ IIVc^-)+IIVd^-) + ' * ' J (6.23) 

where the roman numeral subscripts of the individual terms 

denote their order. The individual terms are 



IJJCS) 
(2ir) 

T (oa^+w) T (w^) cyl 
(It)-, +0)1 fuil 1 

cyl 
1 

k ^2 • 
cyl 

*•  2 '  

- cyl 0, dw. 

LNLM 
C2 *) 

cyl 

T(W2)TCW1+W)T(CO1) cyl N. 
cyl n. 
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W^+OJ' 

N.  ̂hrr - cyl 
W 
Q. 

->• 

DW^DU^ 

(2TT) 
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T(w1) cyl 

-> -> 

RCO1 +O)^ RCO-t * 

1 C*1 1ST 

-> -»• 

TO-^+U 

N. 
cyl n 2 J 

dw. T (w^+w) T (w-^) (6.24) 

fl. 
- cyl 

-y 
W 

n. doi 

'IVA1"' 
( 2 t t )  
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FW2+U' 
T(u2+w^)T(u2+W2)T(w^+a))T(w^) cyl ^— cyl 
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2J O\ 



cyl ~H7~ 
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T(w2-TCw3-w1)T(u^+w)T(Sx) cyl 

-y -> 

Si. 
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WJ + W 
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U. 

SI. 

( 2 i r )  

x cyl 

DW^DU^DIOJ 

->• v 

UJ + W 

T(a32)TCaJ3)T(u1+a))T(u1) cyl 

3' 
Si. 
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-*• 

to

ft. 

(2TT)  
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DW^DU^DUIJ 
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ft-) . v I 
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ft-< 2J 

-¥ 
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U0 

FT7 
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U. 
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(6.24) 

(cont.) 
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(cont.) 
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(2ir) 

T(U1+U2)T(U1+U3)TCU2+U)T(U3) cyl 
W-^-CO 
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cyl 
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ft. 

C2IR) 
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->• 
U. 
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->• 

W2+W 

ft -
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W. 

LN2 
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The expansion for the zero frequency part, whose coefficient 

is a Dirac delta function, is: 

LAVG 
- e 

-2cr 
1 + 2 

-T 

I ^ (sir) d5i 

TCttfj) cyl 
0)^ 

fl. 
DW. 

T(W2+W1)T(W2) cyl 
M, 

A. DCO^DU^ (6.25) 

*1 
T(Wj)T(Wj+W2)T(W2+W^) cyl DW^ , DO^DWG 

T(O)2+W1)T(W2) cyl S^J dild"2 

I T<sl 
) cyl 

ROJ. 

n. 
dui. 

In our analyses of speckle patterns we will normal

ize the speckle Wiener spectrum by dividing it by the aver

age irradiance. The contrast of the speckle pattern, 

defined as the square root of the standard deviation to 

the average irradiance, is 

( 6 . 2 6 )  
-M L(2*R 1 

IN(u) dw 
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where I^(w) is the normalized Wiener spectrum. This defini

tion is equivalent to that of Eqn. 4.12, where contrast was 

defined in terms of the speckle autocorrelation function. 

It is clear that high contrast is a measure of 

unacceptability of the speckle contrast. Other factors also 

influence the reaction of an observer. For example, a 

speckle pattern that consists primarily of high spatial 

frequencies is usually less objectionable than a low fre

quency pattern of the same contrast. The contrast can be 

modified to include other effects like this when it is 

expressed in terms of the speckle Wiener spectrum: A param

eter that measures the objectionability can be computed by 

excluding high frequencies from the integral of Eqn. 6.26, 

and a measure of the effects on the imagery can be calcu

lated by integrating over those frequency regions where the 

spectral content of the image is important. We can calcu

late many meaningful single number descriptors of speckle 

from the normalized speckle Wiener spectrum 1^(3). 

We have numerically investigated the effects of 

some of the phase parameters on the speckle contrast. 

Figures 9, 12, 14, 15 and 17 are graphs of a cross section 

I (u ,0) of normalized speckle Wiener spectra produced by 
IN 2C 

diffusers with various phase Wiener spectra T(o)) and differ

ent aperture sizes (to which the limiting frequencies are 

proportional). Units of each graph are arbitrary; spatial 
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frequencies may be expressed in radians/unit length or 

cycles/unit length (unless otherwise noted), but they must 

be in the same units as and The ordinate units are 

the same on every figure, so that one graph can be compared 

with another. The computer program that was used to calcu

late these curves is described in Appendix A. 

diffuser and optical system have rectangular, rather than 

cylindrical symmetry. Although this is not a realistic 

situation physically, it is a good approximation, and we 

can reduce our computational work considerably by using as 

the amplitude transfer function of the imaging system 

and by making a similar approximation for T(w). 

Figure 9 shows how 1(^^,0) changes when 

increased. The highest spatial frequency £2^ of the phase 

and the phase variance is 0.5. The nature of the speckle 

Wiener spectrum changes rather abruptly as is increased 

through when is 13.5, IN(wx,0) consists primarily of 

low spatial frequencies, but its low frequency content is 

The integrals that comprise I^Cw) can be expressed 

as products of separate integrals over and ay if the 

if |w | < and |w | < 
x  z  Y  *  ( 6 . 2 7 )  

if Ito^l > ^2 anc* lwyl > fi2' 

Wiener spectrum, T(w), shown by the dotted line, is 16.5 
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Fig. 9. Effect of on t^ie speckle Wiener spectrum. --
Curves (a), (b) and (c) represent 13.5, 
16.5 and 20.5 respectively. The dotted line 
describes the phase Wiener spectrum T(w). 

is very small when ft2 
is I6-5- This is a numerical verifi

cation of the qualitative conclusions reached through Fig. 8. 

The change in the nature of the speckle pattern 

suggests that speckle contrast might be improved consider

ably by low pass filtering if the speckle Wiener spectrum 

is &s in curves (b) and (c). Filtering might be perceptual, 

as indicated above, if an observed has no objection to a 

speckle pattern with fine structure, but low pass filtering 

can also be performed explicitly by several image processing 

methods. When the coherent image is a hologram 
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reconstruction, Dainty and Welford (1971) and Upatnieks and 

Lewis (197 3) have shown how spatial filtering may be accom

plished without post-processing by reconstructing with an 

extended source instead of a point. Each point on the 

extended source creates a displaced reconstruction that adds 

incoherently to the reconstructions created by other points 

to cause a spatial filtering effect. Because partially 

coherent light can be considered as having been generated by 

an extended source (see Chapter 2), spatial filtering can be 

accomplished by reconstructing with spatially coherent light 

that is generated by any method. 

Figures 10 and 11 show how the speckle contrast, tfj, 

defined by Eqn. 6.26, is affected by spatial filtering. The 

phase Wiener spectrum is constant when ̂  less than 13.5, 

and the phase variance is 0.5 in Fig. 10 and 1.0 in Fig. 11. 

Curve (a) is the computed contrast with no low pass filter

ing and curve (b) is the contrast when spatial frequencies 

above 13.5 are removed. The improvement in contrast when 

the cutoff frequency ̂  large is another manifestation 

of the fine structured nature of the speckle pattern. 

Gabor (1970) has shown that IN(w) must always be 

zero when |u>| > 29,2 holds regardless of the nature of the 

diffuser. This is reflected in Figs. 10 and 11 which indi

cate that no reduction in contrast occurs if the upper 

limit of the low pass filtering is higher than 2ft-. 
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Fig. 10. Contrast of speckle pattern as a function of 
when diffuser phase variance is 0.5. -- The phase 
Wiener spectrum is as in Fig. 9, except is 
13.5. Curves (a) and (b) describe the contrast 
with and without spatial filtering as indicated 
in the text. 
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Fig. 11. Contrast of speckle pattern as a function of 
when diffuser variance is 1.0. -- Other parameters 
are as in Fig. 10. Curves (a) and (b) are as in 
Fig. 10. 
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Figure 12 shows how l(wx,0) depends on the shape of 

the phase Wiener spectrum T(u). Each curve was computed 

with a phase variance of 0.5, but with the T(co) given by 

the curves in Fig. 13. (We do not specify a relationship 

between the ordinate units of Figs. 12 and 13.) The speckle 

is greater when T(w) is small at high frequencies. The same 

effect is illustrated in Figs. 14 and 15, in which T(w) is 

shown by the dotted line. When the high frequency portion 

of T(u>) is tapered, the speckle Wiener spectrum is reduced 

in some instances. 

10 

CL 

X 

30 
Spatial Frequency 

20 

Fig. 12. Influence of the shape of T(w) on the speckle 
Wiener spectrum. -- The phase variance is 0.5 
and curves (a), (b) and (c) are produced by the 
T(w) in the corresponding curves of Fig. 13. 
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Fig. 13. Shapes of T(w) used to calculate curves of 
Fig. 12. 
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10 30 
Spatial Frequency 

14. Speckle Wiener spectra for T(w) of rectangular 
shape. -- The phase variance is 1.0. The limiting 
frequency ^2 tIie optical system for curve (a) 
is 12.5 and that for curve (b) is 18.5. The phase 
Wiener spectrum is as shown by the dotted line. 
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Fig. 15. Speckle Wiener spectra for 1(a)) of modified 
shape. -- The phase Wiener spectrum T(w) is as 
shown by the dotted line. Other parameters are 

as in Fig. 14. 
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We have seen in Chapter 3 that a gap in the low 

spatial frequency portion of T(w) can sometimes improve the 

noise reducing capability of a diffuser. The increase in 

speckle contrast must be considered, however, before dif-

fusers are designed in this way. Figure 16 shows, for 

another configuration, hotv speckle is affected by the size . 

of the gap. The limiting frequency is 13.5 units, and 

the form of T(w) is as in curve (a) of Fig. 13. The optical 

system cutoff frequency 18.5 units, so the speckle 

Wiener spectrum consists of high spatial frequencies, and 

</> 

30 20 
Gap Size (Percent) 

10 

Fig. 16. Speckle contrast as a function of the low fre-' 
quency gap. -- Shape of T(Io) is as in curve (a) 
of Fig. 13, except is 13.5 units and gap size 
is as plotted along the abscissa as a percentage 
of 
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the speckle contrast, computed from Eqn. 6.26 can be 

improved by low pass spatial filtering. The two curves 

describe the speckle contrast , with and without low pass 

filtering, when phase variance is unity. The curves rise 

more steeply when ̂  smaller. 

Figure 17 shows how the speckle Wiener spectrum 

depends on the variance of the phase of the weak diffuser. 

Equation 6.24 indicates that the lower spatial frequency 

regions of the Wiener spectrum should be affected most by 

changes in phase variance because the lower order 

20 

£10 

30 
Spatial Frequency 

20 10 

Fig. 17. Influence of the phase variance on the speckle^ 
Wiener spectrum. -- Phase spectrum T(5) is as in 
curve (b) of Fig. 13 and i-s 18.5. Phase vari
ances of curves (a), (b) and (c) are 1.5, 1.0 
and 0.5. 
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contributions to them are zero. The lower spatial frequen

cies of I (to ,w ) are calculated from fourth order terms, 
x y 

which contain four factors of T(w). From Eqn. 6.22, we know 

that T(w) is proportional to the phase variance, so the con

tribution of lower spatial frequency portions of 1(01^,0)^). 

should be proportional to the fourth power of the variance. 
/ 

The best value of phase variance is probably not much 

greater than 1. If the specular component of the diffuser 

is too large to allow sufficient coherent noise reduction, 

or if the speckle contrast produced by a diffuser with this 

variance is too high, the ratio must be made larger. 

It is important to know how valid our approximations 

are. The expansion for the speckle Wiener spectrum I(w ,w J x y 

is an alternating series--the second and fourth order terms 

are positive and the third is negative. If fifth order 

terms were included, the computed I (u ,co ) would be smaller. 
x y 

Figures 18 and 19 show the effect of the rectangular approxi

mation on computed speckle Wiener spectra. Curves (a) are 

second order calculations of the speckle Wiener spectrum 

that make use of the rectangular approximations of Eqn. 

6.27, and curves (b) assume a round aperture and an isopla-

natic diffuser. The lower frequency portion is slightly 

higher when cylindrical symmetry is used, so our computed 

speckle contrast, when low pass filtering is used, may be 

\ 
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Spatial Frequency 

Fig. 18. Comparison of speckle Wiener spectra of cylindri-
cally and rectangularly symmetric diffusers when 

is 16.5. -- Limiting frequency is 15.5 in 
the rectangular case and 16.5 in the cylindrical 
case. 
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Fig. 19. Comparison of speckle Wiener spectra of cylindri-
cally and rectangularly symmetric diffusers when 

is 10.5. -- Diffusers are as defined for Fig. 
18. 
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low. This effect is opposite in sign to that produced by 

the neglect of fifth order terms. 

Negative Exponential Diffusers 

In Chapter 4' we showed that a diffuser with negative 

exponential statistics can be made by exposing a phase mate

rial to the far field speckle pattern of a strong diffuser. 

The phase Wiener spectrum is proportional to the autocorre

lation function of the illumination of the strong diffuser, 

and the constant of proportionality is controlled by the 

exposure and development parameters. Because a negative 

exponential diffuser can be made easily, we should compare 

its speckle pattern image in a diffraction limited optical 

system with the speckle image of a diffuser with normally 

distributed phase. 

The phase angle 0(x) of the weak diffuser is pro

portional to |e (x)|^ , the modulus squared of the light 

amplitude that is used to expose the diffuser. The Fourier 

transform s^(u) of 0(x) is related to y(w), the Fourier 

transform of e(x) through the relationship 

s - i C w )  =  — f  y * ( w a ) y ( w a + w )  d w a  .  ( 6 . 2 8 )  
( 2 t t )  j  

Expressions like Eqn. 6.16 can be expressed in terms of 

y(w): 
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4 t K I / . .->• «. --> .->• N . .->• •> .-> v . -->• ->• . 
^12 j ^ Cwa)y(wa+w)yCtob)yACw5

+w1+w)y(uc)y*(uc+w2) 

x y* Cw(j)y (w^+W2+w)> F(w^) F* (w^+w) F* (^2) F(^2+W) 

—y. 
x dw, dw_dw dw, dw dw, 

1 2 a b c d 
(6.29) 

«7> 
The real and imaginary parts of y(w) are normally distri-

buted because e(x) is a Gaussian process. The expectation 

in the integrand of Eqn. 6.29 can be expressed, similarly 

to Eqn. 6.17, as a sum of correlation coefficients between 

y(w), and each of the correlation coefficients can be 

expressed in terms of Y(w), the Wiener spectrum of e(x): 

< y* (to' )y (w)> (2ir) Y(w) S(w-w') . (6.30) 

Equation 6.19 cannot be used to evaluate correlation coeffi

cients like <y(w')y(w)> because e(x) is not a real quantity. 

We can show that this coefficient is zero by expressing it 

in terms of e(x): 

< y(w')y(w)> = 6(w+w') <er(Xi+x)er(Xi)> cos ux dx 
-V-y -)• 

< ( x i + x ) ( x ^ ) >  c o s  w x  d x  

+ 2 | <er (x^+x)(x^)> cos wx dx 

(6.31) 
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The sum of the first two terms is zero because the real and 

imaginary parts of e(x) are identically distributed (see 

Chapter 5). Equation 5.5 can be used to show that <er(x^+x) 

e.fx.,)) is an odd function of x so that the last term is 
LV 1J 

zero. When the non-zero correlation coefficients are evalu

ated, the lowest order approximation of the speckle Wiener 

spectrum becomes 

1(5) 
(2TT) 
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+ (2fr)2 S(w)< 1 + 

RWN 
cyl n .  

(2TT) 

- 1 DW^DI^| 

Y(U1)Y(U1+W2) 

(6.32) 

(cont.) 

This expression includes, g (co) and g?(w). The Wiener spec-O Ct 

->• ~y 
trum Y(w) of the amplitude s(x) is related to T(to), the 

Wiener spectrum of the phase, by 

T(«) K 

( 2 t t )  

x 

Y(w1)Y(w1+w) dw, + —-—7 6 (to) 
1 1  1  ( 2 t t )  

Y(W^) DW^ (6.33) 

We can use Eqn. 6.33 to show that the first term in Eqn. 

6.32 is the same as Ijj(W) in Eqn. 6.23, and that the lowest 

order expression for the speckle pattern produced by the 

negative exponential diffuser has several additional terms. 

This is true for terms of higher order also; the terms that 

are the same as those that describe the Gaussian diffuser 

are produced by a particular pairing of the y(w) terms when 

Eqn. 6.29 and similar expressions are evaluated. The nega

tive exponential diffuser should generally have a higher 

contrast speckle pattern that a Gaussian diffuser with the 

same phase variance. 
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Comparisons between the second order approximations 

to the image plane speckle patterns are made in Fig. 20, 

where the solid lines refer to a negative exponential dif-

fuser with a phase variance of 0.5 and the dotted lines 

refer to a Gaussian diffuser with the same phase variance. 

Both curves are normalized by dividing by a value of the 

average irradiance that is calculated from the autocorrela-

-V ' 
tion functions <J>(x) of the diffusers. Also, we assume 

60 

CL 

</> 30 

10 20 
Spatial Frequency 

30 

Fig. 20. Comparison of speckle Wiener spectra produced by 
Gaussian and negative exponential diffusers. --
Curves (a) and (b) describe a negative exponential 
diffuser with ^2 = 13•5 and 16•5 respectively. 
Curves (c) and (d) describe a normally distributed 
diffuser with the same «2- The Phase variance is 
0.5 in all cases. 
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rectangular symmetry as described by Eqn. 6.27. The one-

dimensional phase Wiener spectrum used in these calculations 

is curve (b) , of Fig. 21, which is the autocorrelation func

tion of curve (a). This Wiener spectrum is intended to 

approximate the rectangular distributions used in other cal

culations, while remaining the autocorrelation function of 

an irradiance distribution. 

Figure 5 shows that a negative exponential diffuser 

scatters less light than a Gaussian diffuser with the same 

phase variance, and Fig. 20 shows that the contrast of its 

speckle pattern is greater. If a Gaussian diffuser with a 

Aporturo and Autocorrelation Function 

Fig. 21. Aperture [curve (a)] and autocorrelation function 
[curve (b)] used to produce diffusers of Fig. 20. 
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prescribed phase Wiener spectrum can be made, it is the 

better noise reducing element of an imaging system. We will 

investigate construction techniques of such Gaussian diffu-

sers in Chapter 7. 

Fresnel Diffraction 

If the system aperture is large, the image of a 

phase diffuser does not contain speckle. However, speckle 

patterns are still observed in planes other than that which 

is conjugate to the diffuser; these are Fresnel diffraction 

patterns of the diffuser and their characteristics must be 

understood in order to design many coherent optical systems 

with diffusers. Physical constraints may prevent a diffuser 

and an object transparency from being exactly coplanar, so 

that the plane that is conjugate to the object might contain 

speckle, or the system may have field curvature so that no 

planar surface is a replica of the diffuser. We can estab

lish focal tolerances by examining the nature of the 

speckle pattern near the diffuser or its conjugate plane. 

The calculation of the Wiener spectrum of the 

speckle pattern a distance z from the diffuser is similar 

to that of speckle patterns produced by spatial filtering. 

We use in Eqn. 6.14 and the equations that follow it the 

free space transfer function 
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F(W) = exp { i X \ u \ 2 z  
4 i r  

(6.34) 

and we reduce the integral to products of the phase Wiener 

spectrum as before. Because F(w) is complex, the odd order 

components of g(w) are not zero as they are for the image 

of a phase plate. When the phase of the diffuser is nor

mally distributed, the expansion of the Wiener spectrum 

I (u>) through its second order term is 

I (W) (2 TT)  < 5 (W)  +  e  

+ 8T(w) sin2 

. 2 
4T(u)) sin 

X z  t o  

\ z \ u \ 2 '  
4TT 

C 2 7T ) 

i r . rZXzw'Wi-i 
l^jTCSj cos ^ 

+ 8 
(2TT) 

T(io.j,) T(io^+io) sin2 

rAzwio 

ir 

. 2 
x sin 

-AZW (W^-W)~ 

4tt 
DW-^ + (6.35) 

In Eqn. 6.35, z is the distance of the observation plane 

from the diffuser and X  is the wavelength of the coherent 

-  2 o z  

light. We have separated the factor e from the series 

as we have for other calculations involving Gaussian 

diffusers. 
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Figures 22, 23 and 24 show how the Wiener spectrum 

of a speckle pattern varies as a function of distance z when 
i 

the phase Wiener spectrum is as indicated by the dotted 

line. In order to generalize our calculations, we define a 

distance parameter 3: 

3 = 
XzQ,'. 

4tt 
(6.36) 

£ 30 

_L 
20 

Spatial Frequency 
30 

Fig. 22. Speckle Wiener spectra l(wx,0) for three distances 
from the diffuser to observation plane when the 
phase variance of the diffuser is 0.5. -- Curves 
(a), (b) and (c) describe Wiener spectra for dis
tance parameter 3 = 0.02, 0.05 and 0.1. The phase 
Wiener spectrum T(w) is as shown by the dotted 

line. 
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23. Speckle Wiener spectra l(wx,0) for three distances 
from the diffuser to observation plane when the 
phase variance of the diffuser is 1. -- Other 
parameters are as in Fig. 22. 
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Fig. 24. Speckle Wiener spectrum for larger distances from 
the diffuser to the observation plane. -- Curves 
(a), (b) and (c) correspond to 3 = 0.1, 0.2 and 
1.0 respectively. Phase variance is 1 and T(w) 
is as shown by the dotted line. 

I 
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where is the upper angular frequency limit of T(w). (For 

example, if T(w) has spectral components as high as 3 cycles/ 

mm, and if A is 0.6 microns and z is 10 mm, the parameter 8 

is 0.054.) The spatial frequency content of the speckle 

pattern is higher when z is small, but not as high as that 

of speckle patterns of Fig. 9, that are produced by spatial 

filtering. When z is large, the speckle pattern consists of 

low spatial frequencies and its contrast is high. These 

curves were calculated for an imaging system with cylindri

cal symmetry, rather than the rectangular symmetry of pre

vious calculations. 

We should point out that these curves were calcu

lated to demonstrate the dependence of the speckle Wiener 

spectrum on the distance parameter 3. Their accuracy is 

less than those that describe speckle production by spatial 

filtering, which include fourth order terms. Figures 23 

and 24, for which the phase variance is one, should espe

cially be considered as qualitative. Calculations were made 

/ 
at this variance to display the nature of the Wiener spec

trum at higher spatial frequencies; this part of the curve 

is very close to the abscissa when the variance is 0.5. 

Temporal Coherence Effects 

The degree of temporal coherence of the illumination 

can effect the nature of the Fresnel speckle pattern. The 

phase difference between spatial frequency components at 
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and a)2 can be shown from Eqn. 6.34 to change by 

AzdSj2-!^!2)/4* radians between the diffuser and an 

observation plane a distance z from it, so that the time 

delay T between the components and W2 is 

.2 /•!"*• 1 2 I-»• 1 2 
X zC|w1 I -|o)7| ) 

T  •  4 „ c  •  f 6 - 3 7 '  

The contrast of the irradiance produced by the interference 

of amplitude components at and is proportional to 

|Y(T)|, the absolute value of the normalized temporal coher-

ence function, and expressions for g(w) must be modified to 

include this factor. We will investigate Fresnel speckle 

patterns whose illumination is quasimonochromatic and has a 

Gaussian spectral distribution given by 

?(v) = —-— exp -
Av/rr 

v-v 
Av 

(6.38) 

where Av is the bandwidth of the distribution. The norma

lized coherence function Y(T) is the Fourier transform of 

Y(v): 

Y ( T )  -  e ' 2 " "  e ~  ( f f T A v ) 2  .  ( 6 . 3 9 )  

For numerical calculations, it is more convenient to express 

|Y(T)| in terms of wavelength spread AX = XAv/v, where X is 
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the wavelength whose frequency is v". Also, we can use Eqn, 

6.37 to express |YCT)1 in terms of the spatial angular fre

quencies 5 and ^2• 

|Y(T)| = exp [-C(|w1|2-|OJ2|2)2] , (6.40) 

where the constant C is 

2 2 
C = 2 . (6.41) 

64tt 

The coherence length, where iT(T){ is 1/e of |y(0)|, is 

zT2/8ir2/c. 

To calculate the Wiener spectrum of a Fresnel speck

le pattern in temporally partially coherent light, we modify 

Eqn. 6.6 to include Eqn. 6.40: 

_ •2k-n t . . 

g c 3 }  =  7^? Jo Jo J 
(6.42) 

x F* (u>^) F(w^+w) exp [~C( | w| 2-2w^'w) 2] dw^ 

The Wiener spectrum I (to) of the speckle pattern becomes 
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I(5) 
2  .  _ - 2 c r 2  J  _ - 2 C |w|V_ 2  

(2TT) 6(5) + e 

I-> * c o  . 2  
.A. uuw; ̂  1 sin 

4T(w) e 

I ->-1 2-Az co 

SM 
H ID 

4tt 

4TT 

2 2 

(2TT) 

-C(|toj + 2w,«u>) 
T(M^) e cos 

2AZU)^ • W 

2  — f  T(w )T(S \ 
(2TT) J 1 1 ( 

4TT 

-C(|W|2 + 2W^*W) : 

X cos 

-> 

2Az ((0^ + 2") • co 

DW. 

4tt 

(6.43) 

- e 
•CP* 

cos 
Az 
4 IT 

DW^ + 

When z is zero, the normalized coherence function |Y(T)| IS 

unity and Eqn. 6.43 reduces to Eqn. 6.35. Equations 6.42 

and 6.43 account for the reduction in contrast of the inter-

ference between sn ^(w-^) and s^(to^+w) when the illumination 

is temporally partially coherent. 

Figure 25 shows how the speckle Wiener spectrum is 

affected by a lack of temporal coherence. The parameter 3 

that was used to calculate both curves was equal to 1, 

indicating a large defocus distance. Curve (a) is the 

Wiener spectrum in temporally coherent light, and curve (b) 

is the Wiener spectrum when AA = A/6. The difference between 
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Fig. 25. Effect of temporal coherence on the speckle Wiener 
spectrum. -- The phase variance used for both 
curves is 1 and the parameter 3 is 1. The phase 
Wiener spectrum is as shown by the dotted line. 
Curve (b) has AA of A/6 and AA for curve (a) is 
zero. 

the curves are small, even though the wavelength spread and 

the defocus are very large. 

We might expect that focal tolerances might be en

larged by using temporally partially coherent light because 

it can reduce the contrast of Fresnel speckle patterns. 

However, Figure 25 shows that the reduction is very small, 

even when AA and 3 are large. The temporal coherence does 

not appear to be a high leverage design parameter for most 

practical applications. 
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Spatial Coherence Effects 

In Chapter 2 we showed that spatially partially 

coherent light can always be represented as having been 

produced by a collimator with a spatially incoherent "effec

tive source" as its focus. The Fourier transform of the 

spatial coherence function is proportional to the irradiance 

distribution; it is a Dirac delta function if the light is 

coherent and its extent becomes infinite in the incoherent 

limit. We showed that the irradiance of a partially coher

ent image can be calculated as a sum of irradiance distri

butions of many coherent images, each created by a separate 

point of the effective source. Equation 2.19 is the Fourier 

transform of the image irradiance that we computed in this 

manner. 

We can compute the effects of partial coherence on 

the Wiener spectrum of the speckle pattern in the image of 

an optical system if we use Eqn. 2.19 to modify Eqn. 6.6. 

The Fourier transform of the irradiance of the image of a 

phase object becomes 

sfa - J—!: JL kt (n-k)! j sS-ktSl)sk^l+S' 
(2ir) n=0 K=0 J ' 

x F* (<*>2) F(6.44) 
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and the derivation leading to Eqn. 6.24 is modified accord

ingly. In Eqn. 6.44, ^(w) is the irradiance distribution 

of the effective source. 

For simplicity, we will assume that the optical sys

tem and diffuser have rectangular symmetry, as described by 

Eqn. 6.27, and that ? (w) can be represented by 

=0 if |w | > Q, and |w | > ft, . 
x j y j 

(6.45) 

The coherence function itself is given by 

r(x,y) = ——2 sine ft3(x1-x2) sine (6.46) 
(2ir) 

if is a spatial angular frequency. The coherence length 

is in this case. If circular symmetry were assumed, 

the effective source would be circular and Eqn. 6.46 would 

be replaced by a besinc function. 

Figures 26 through 28 describe the normalized image 

plane Wiener spectra IN(wx,0) for several degrees of partial 

coherence. The phase Wiener spectra are indicated by the 

dotted lines on all three figures. In Figures 26 and 27, 

the system cutoff frequency 9,^ is greater than ̂  , the 

highest spatial frequency of T(w), and the coherent speckle 
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Fig. 26. Comparisons of speckle Wiener spectra produced by-
coherent and partially coherent light. -- Curve 
(a) describes an essentially coherent pattern 
with a coherence length (L = 1/^3) of 4000. Coher
ence lengths of curves (b), (c) and (d) are 0.50, 
0.30 and 0.10 respectively. 
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Fig. 27. Speckle Wiener spectra for several degrees of 
partial coherence. -- Coherence lengths for 
curves (a), (b) and (c) are 0.10, 0.02 ^.nd 0.005 
respectively. Phase Wiener spectrum T(w) is 
shown by the dotted line. 
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28. Partially coherent Wiener spectra when i-s less 
than fii. -- Coherence lengths for curves (a), (b) 
and (cj are 4000, 0.50 and 0.10 respectively. 
Phase Wiener spectrum T(u5) is shown by the dotted 
lines. 
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pattern consists primarily of high spatial frequencies, but 

lower frequency components are larger when the coherence 

length is small. The increasing relative importance of low 

frequency components can also be seen in Fig. 28, for which 

^2 is less than and low frequency components of I^Cw) are 

large even when the light is coherent. The shape of IN(wx,0) 

changes to emphasize low spatial frequencies when the dif-

fuser is illuminated by points of the effective source that 

are far off-axis. In this case, the terms of g2(u>) (see Eqn. 

6.9) do not cancel. 

Table 1 shows the standard deviation of the speckle 

pattern, computed from Eqn. 6.26, when the phase variance 

is 1, the system cutoff frequency is 18.5, and tne highest 

Table 1. Standard Deviation aj of Speckle Pattern With and 
Without Low Pass Filtering.a 

Coherence 
Length 

Standard Deviation 
(No Filtering) 

Standard Deviation 
(Low Pass Filtering) 

4000 .33 .11 

.50 .33 .12 

.30 .32 .12 

.10 .27 .16 

.02 .20 .15 

.005 .06 .05 

aT Low pass filtering removes spatial frequencies above 13.5. 
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frequency in T(w) is 13.5 (as in Figs. 26 and 27). As we 

expect, the speckle contrast is zero when the limit is inco

herent, but, because of the greater emphasis on low frequen

cy components of speckle, the contrast is not much less than 

that of the coherent pattern unless the coherence length is 

quite small. The computations of Fig. 27 (curve a), where 

the contrast begins to be smaller, were made with ^3/^2 

approximately equal to 1. This means that the size of the 

image of the effective source in the aperture plane must be 

about the same as the size of the aperture itself if the 

contrast of the partially coherent speckle pattern is even 

moderately less than that of the coherent pattern. If low 

pass spatial filtering is used to reduce speckle, the shift 

of the Wiener spectrum to low frequencies may cause speckle 

contrast to be greater in partially coherent light than in 

coherent light. 

Hecht (1972) has called attention to the existence 

of speckle patterns in sunlight. A fine grained pattern can 

be easily observed by viewing a flat black surface at 45° in 

direct unfiltered sunlight and it can sometimes be observed 

on other types of surfaces. The effect occurs because the 

angle subtended by the radius of the sun, which is propor

tional to is small compared to the angle subtended by 

the pupil of the eye. If the radius of the pupil of the eye 

that observes the pattern is 1 mm and its focal length is 
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25 mm, the angular limit of the eye, proportional to i-s 

0.04 radians. The angle subtended by the radius of the sun 

- 3 
is 4.2 x 10 radians and the ratio ^3/^2 Figures 

26 and 27 show that the illumination acts like spatially 

coherent light in this case. The contrast should be highest 

if the phase function of the surface T(w) has no spatial 

frequencies above a frequency that is somewhat less than 

If the diffraction angle of the surface is 0.02 radians 

and the average wavelength is 0.5 microns, the spatial fre

quency is 40 cycles/mm. 

Equation 6.44 may be used to describe a coherent 

light speckle pattern in a system with an object transpar

ency as well as the partially coherent pattern of a diffuser 

A 
by itself.. If we replace the effective source function r (a>) 

by A(w), the Wiener spectrum of the object, the curves of 

Figs. 26-28 would not describe a time average, but an ensem-

ble average over objects characterized by A(w). The com

puted speckle Wiener spectrum I(u>) consists of two distinct 

ensemble averages in this case; the average over the ob

jects and the average over the set of diffusers character

ized by A(to). The interaction between object and diffuser 

should not affect the speckle pattern when the object is 

pictorial, so that A(w) is large only at the lowest spatial 
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frequencies, but if A(w) is large at high spatial frequen

cies, the object may have a significant effect on the image 

speckle pattern. 



CHAPTER 7 

DIFFUSER CONSTRUCTION 

The results of the last chapter show that an image 

speckle pattern of a diffuser with normally distributed 

phase has a lower contrast than that of a negative exponen

tial diffuser that scatters the same percentage of light. 

We studied the negative exponential diffuser because it 

could be constructed easily by exposing a phase material 

to the far field speckle patterns of a strong diffuser, and 

because its phase Wiener spectrum could oe prescribed as 

the autocorrelation function of the light that illuminated 

the strong diffuser. This chapter is a theoretical study 

of ways of modifying construction techniques for negative 

exponential diffusers to produce normally distributed dif-

fusers, also with prescribed phase Wiener spectra. All of 

the methods that we will consider require the exposure of 

a phase material to far field speckle patterns; we will 

examine ways of altering the statistical distribution of 

these patterns without rendering them nonstationary. 

Coherent Addition of Plane Wave 

Dainty (1972) examined the statistics of the irra-

diance pattern produced by coherently adding a plane wave to 

121 
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the speckle pattern of a strong diffuser. The irradiance 

i(x) of the pattern is 

i(x) [£r(x)+eQ]2 + e?(x) (7.1) 

where er(x) and e^(x) are the real and imaginary parts of 

the light amplitude without the plane wave and eQ represents 

the amplitude of the plane wave, which we can take to be 

real without loss of generality. If eQ is much larger than 

and it is normally distributed because er(x) is normally 

distributed, as shown in Chapter 5. Dainty showed that this 

approximation is valid if the ratio of the average irradi

ance of the plane wave by itself to that of the speckle 

pattern without the plane wave is greater than 10. In this 

case, the contrast of the speckle pattern is about 0.3, and 

it can easily be used to expose a phase material. 

The autocorrelation function of the irradiance can 

be calculated by modifying Eqn. 5.6 to include the constant 

er(x) or e^(x), the irradiance is equal to 

i(x) - e0er(x) + (7.2) 



< i(x1+x)iCx1)> < [e(x1+x)+eo] [e*(x1+x)+eo] 
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x [e(x1)+eo] [e*(x1)+eo]> . (7.3) 

Equation 7.3 can also be expressed as 

< i (x^+x) i (x^)> = < e (x^+x) e* (x^+x) e (x^) e* (x.j]> 

+  2 e ^  <  |  e  ( x n  )  )  
o ' 1' ' o 

(7.4) 

+ [< e* (x^+x) e (x^)> + <e(x^+x)e*(x^)>]. 

To derive Eqn. 7.4, we made use of the fact that odd order 

moments of e (x) are zero because its real and imaginary-

parts are zero mean Gaussian processes. The correlation 

coefficient. < £(x^+x)e(x^)> and its complex conjugate were 

shown in Chapter 5 to be zero. 

The irradiance autocorrelation function can be expressed in 

terms of S(u), the irradiance distribution that illuminates 

the strong diffuser, with the aid of Eqn. 5.5: 

If eQ is large, the first term can be neglected. 

< i(x1+x)i(x1)> S(u) du + 
o 

(7.5) 
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The variable part of the Wiener spectrum of the speckle 

pattern, and hence the phase Wiener spectrum of the diffuser, 

is proportional to the even part of S(u). The phase Wiener 

spectrum of the negative exponential diffuser was propor

tional to the autocorrelation function of S(u). 

Successive Exposures 

A phase diffuser with normally distributed phase can 

be produced in a more direct way by successively exposing a 

phase material to several independent strong diffuser 

speckle patterns. The phase 0, proportional to the total 

exposure, has a gamma distribution 

1 0n_1 e"0/a 

PC6' " 4 (n-l) 1 > 

where n is the number of speckle patterns that are exposed 

and a is the standard deviation of the irradiance of an 

individual speckle pattern. This distribution is approxi

mately Gaussian after 5 or 6 exposures. The phase Wiener 

spectrum is the same as that of a phase plate made by a 

single exposure; it is proportional to the autocorrelation 

function of the irradiance that illuminates the strong 

diffuser. 
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Partially Coherent Exposure 

A phase diffuser with normally distributed phase can 

be made in a similar way by exposing a phase material to a 

single strong diffuser speckle pattern that is made by par

tially coherent light. We showed in Chapter 2 that partially 

coherent radiation can always be considered as having been 

generated by a collimator with a spatially incoherent effec

tive source at its focus. The focal plane of a lens in 

which the speckle pattern is recorded by a phase material 

is in the plane of the image of the effective source. The 

irradiance of the partially coherent speckle pattern is 

I(s) = p(s-s') Io(s') ds' , (7.7) 

where p(s) is the image of the effective source and IQ(s) 

is the coherent light speckle pattern. 

Dainty (1971), Barakat (1973) and Scribot (1974) 

showed how the statistics of focal plane speckle patterns 

of strong diffusers are modified when they are observed 

through a scanning aperture. They calculated the statisti

cal distribution of the measured irradiance by a method 

similar to that used in Chapter 5 for finding the scattering 

distribution of a negative exponential diffuser, except that 

the difference between two variables in Eqn. 5.10 is re

placed by the integral in Eqn. 7.7. Like the variable p in 
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Chapter 5, the function I(s) is expressed as a sum of sta

tistically independent negative exponential variables. Its 

distribution is Gaussian if these variables are comparable 

in size. 

The equation that describes the irradiance that is 

observed through a scanning aperture is similar to Eqn\ 7.7, 

so that the results of Dainty, Barakat and Scribot also 

describe partially coherent speckle patterns. The irradi

ance distribution curves that they calculated resemble a 

Gaussian curve when the width of the image of the effective 

source is more than about 5 times the coherence length of 

the coherent light speckle pattern. The Wiener spectrum of 

the phase plate diffuser produced by exposure to this pat

tern is determined primarily by the effective source; it is 

approximately proportional to its autocorrelation function. 

Diffusers produced in other ways have normally 

distributed phase retardations, but the form of their phase 

Wiener spectra is not optimum for reducing noise. For exam

ple, Kurtz (1972) has suggested that the phase of a ground 

glass diffuser is normally distributed, but his experimental 

studies showed that the phase is not easily controlled by 

such construction parameters as the size of the grit that 

is used to grind the glass. 

Not only the phase variance, but the Wiener spectrum 

of the phase determines how suitable a diffuser may be. The 
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method of coherently adding a plane wave to a far-field 

speckle pattern offers the most flexibility in the deter

mination of the phase Wiener spectrum because it is propor

tional to an irradiance distribution, rather than the 

autocorrelation of such a distribution. This means that 

diffusers with phase Wiener spectra with a lower frequency 

gap, or with other unusual characteristics can be con

structed. 



CHAPTER 8 

ACCURACY OF ENSEMBLE AVERAGES 

In the preceding chapters we calculated the Wiener 

spectrum and irradiance variance of weak diffuser speckle 

patterns. We found the contributions to the variance of 

the speckle noise from different parts of the special fre

quency spectrum by integrating the speckle Wiener spectrum 

over different spatial frequency regions, and we studied 

how the nature of the speckle pattern could be modified by 

image processing or careful design of the imaging system. 

The Wiener spectrum and the quantities that are cal

culated from it are ensemble averages. If we use our re

sults to design optical systems with single diffusers, it is 

important to know how well the calculated averages charac

terize individual members of the ensemble. We will assume 

that a quantity is described by its average when the ratio 

of its standard deviation to its mean is small, so that the 

probability curve is narrow. In this chapter, we will show 

how this ratio depends on the size of the diffuser and on 

the frequency interval over which integrations are performed. 

In Chapter 6 we computed contrasts of speckle pat

terns by integrating their Wiener spectra over part or all 
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of the spatial frequency domain. Bartlett (1948) has shown 

that the standard deviations of individual components of 

Wiener spectra are comparable to their means, even if the 

data samples to which they apply are arbitrarily large. 

Integrals or sums of spectral components are statistically 

more stable if the spectral components are statistically 

independent, but they may be no more stable than individual 

spectral components if the components are highly correlated. 

In order to calculate the statistical stability of integral 

quantities like speckle contrast, we must know how individual 

spectral components are related. 

We showed in Chapter 2 that the real and imaginary 

parts of the Fourier transform of a stationary process are 

normally distributed if the process is asymptotically sta

tistically independent and if transforms are computed over 

sufficiently large distances. The arguments can be extended 

to show that spectral estimates at different |w| , the 

squares of the moduli of Fourier components at these |u>| , 

are also statistically independent. Parzen (1961) has shown 

that, as a consequence of this statistical independence, the 

ratio of the standard deviation to the mean of an integral 

of a Wiener spectral estimate approaches zero as the length 

of the sample over which Fourier components are computed 

becomes infinite. His result is valid even if the frequency 
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interval over which integration is performed is arbitrarily 

small, because the number of spectral components within the 

interval is large if the length of the data sample is large. 

The computed irradiance variance, as an integral of 

a Wiener spectrum, is statistically stable when the diffuser 

and its speckle pattern are physically large. It may not be 

stable, however, if the pattern is too small to be consid

ered stationary. Spectral components of non-stationary 

processes, including processes of finite size, are corre

lated, and computations of the statistical stability of the 

irradiance must consider the lack of independence of the 

individual spectral components. In order to investigate 

the statistical stability of calculations based on a finite-

sized irradiance pattern, we must compute the correlation 

coefficients between its spectral components. 

We can consider a finite-sized irradiance pattern 

as a truncated version of a stationary pattern. The irra

diance i^(^) i-s represented as a product of a stationary 

-.y 

irradiance pattern i(x) and a truncating function t(x): 

iA(x) = i(x) t(x) (8.1) 

where t(x) is unity if the coordinates to which x refer are 

within the finite region of the speckle pattern and it is 

zero if they are outside it. Let the Fourier transforms of 
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i(x), iA(x) and t(x) be g(w), gA(w) and t(u>). The trans

form gA(u) is 

gA(S) = —^ 
A (2ir) 

/N 
g(w^) t(w-w^) dw^ . (8.2) 

In Chapter 6, we defined speckle contrast as the 

standard deviation of a speckle pattern. We can define a 

similar quantity CjA as the contrast of a truncated pattern. 

In terms of the ensemble average of the integral of the 

modulus of gA(u) over all spatial frequencies, the square 

of the contrast of a truncated speckle pattern is 

2 
CT 
IA 

< GJ(S)GAC3)> DS • (8.3) 

2 
Similarly, the variance £ of the contrast of a truncated 

pattern is 

E2 

(2tr)4 
< gA(w)gA(w)g*(ai,)gA(w,)> dwdw' (8.4) 

- J < gA(w)gA(u)> < gA(w')gA(w')> dwdw' 

To avoid confusion, we must be careful to distinguish 

between the variance E and the speckle contrast OjA> xvhich 

is itself the square root of a variance of an irradiance 

pattern. 
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The ratio a measure of the statistical 

stability of our estimate of speckle contrast. To show how 

it depends on the size and on the Wiener spectrum of the 

2 2 
speckle pattern, we express both E and in terms of 

g(u>) and t(w) with the aid of Eqn. 8.2. Integrands that 

consist of expectations of products of several g(w) can be 

expressed as products of expectations of pairs, as in Eqn. 

2.9, because g(w) is normally distributed. These pairs of 

g(w) can be evaluated with the aid of Eqn. 6.12 and, 

because g(o>) is the transform of a real process, Eqn. 2.10. 

2 
The speckle variance becomes 

'IA _(2ir) 
I(w^)|t(w-w^)| dw^du (8.5) 

and the variance S  of the speckle contrast is 

(27T)' 
I I («.]_) I (w2) £*(w3-u1)i(u)4-u)1) 

x  t (oij-G^) "t* (oJ^-o^) dw^da^dojjdoi^ ( 8 . 6 )  

If the speckle pattern is on a square whose side is of length 

L, the Fourier transform t(w) of the truncating function is 

£(£) 
2 w L 

L sine —- sine (8.7) 
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Equations 8.5 and 8.6 are consistent with the one-

dimensional expressions that have been applied to time 

series analysis (Jenkins and Watts 1968, p. 251) when t(x) 

has the form 

(1 if |x| * L/2 
t(x) = < (8.8) 

( 0 if |x| > L/2 

However, our derivation has placed no restrictions on the 

nature of t(x); it need not be a binary function and it need 

not actually truncate the function g(x). 

The quantity Can comPutec* by dividing Eqn. 

8.6 by Eqn. 8.5, but it can be computed more easily if the 

size of the speckle pattern is very small or very large. 

We will derive limiting values of the stability for the case 

when t(w) is given by Eqn. 8.7 and when I (u>) has a simple 

form: 

( 1 if |w | and |w | < 2irf 
I(w) = I x y (8>9) 

( 0 if |oj^ I or | My | > 27rf . 

A -y 
When t(w) is a sine function, it has a central lobe, 

where it is most significant, of width 4TT/L. If the speckle 

pattern is large enough so that this quantity is much 

smaller than 4irf, the width of I (w) in frequency space, 

Eqn. 8.6 is approximately 
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(2tt)  - L-

f A /"^ v A . .->• -V . --> -t> --> 
x t(w^-w^) t^w^-u^) dw^ do3^da>2 (8.10) 

The Wiener spectrum I(w^) can be removed from the inner 

integrals because it affects their values only when the 

A 
central lobes of t(w) occur at 27rf, and this does not 

happen often if the central lobes are narrow. When Eqn. 

8.7 is substituted into Eqn. 8.6 and the integrals are 

2 
evaluated, 2 is 

2 (8.11) 

2 
The ensemble average of the irradiance may be evaluated 

in a similar way. With t(w) given by Eqn. 8.7 it becomes 

(8.12) 

The ratio E/OjA, the statistical stability, is 

1 (8.13) 
Lf/I 

As we would expect from the ergodic theorem, the statistical 

stability improves when the sample size is large. It is 
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asymptotically proportional to the inverse of the length of 

the side of the square pattern. 

2 
To compute the variance of when the speckle 

format is small, i.e., when Lf << 1 holds, we integrate 

Eqn. 8.6 over the variable and 

r2 _ 2L4 
T,-> ^ „,„„2 (w1x"w2X)L 

- £ 
I(aJ2^^w2^ s^-nc 

(2ir) 

« (wi -Wa )L 
x sine —y 2- y— dw^du^ . (8.14) 

If the central lobe of the sine function is much broader 

2 
than 4irf, E becomes 

Z2 = 32L4f4 . (8.15) 

2 
Similarly, the ensemble average can be shown from Eq. 

8.5 to be 

a\k = 16L4f4 . (8.16) 

The ratio is ' 

aIA 
=  / 2  . (8.17) 

The statistical stability is independent of the size of the 

speckle pattern when it is small. 
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Figure 29 shows how the statistical stability varies 

as a function of the product f/X. The quotient was 

computed directly from Eqns. 8.5 and 8.6, but it approaches 

the limiting values in Eqns. 8.13 and 8.17. As an example 

of the use of the graph of Fig. 29, we see that £/cIA is 

less than 0.02 if f is 20 cycles/mm and the format is 25 mm 

on a side. In general, of course, the speckle Wiener spec

trum does not have the simple form of Eqn. 8.9, but Fig. 29 

can still be used to yield approximate error estimates. 

10. 

6.0 

1.0 

.50 

.10 

.05 

5.0 10. .50 1.0 .05 .10 .01 

Fig. 29. Statistical stability as a function of the param
eter fSK, where A is the area of a square format 
and f is the limiting spatial frequency of the 
speckle pattern. -- The speckle Wiener spectrum 
has the special form of Eqn. 8.6. 
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Besides making the standard deviation of the speckle 

pattern larger, truncation of a stochastic process creates a 

systematic error called bias. This error is the difference 

between cr^ computed in Eqn. 8.3 and a^., the standard devia

tion of an untruncated process. This error is generally 

small. For example, if t(w) is as in Eqn. 8.7 and I(w) is 

as in Eqn. 8.9, the bias of the standard deviation is less 

than 1% of aj when the parameter fL is less than 3. If the 

speckle pattern had spatial frequencies as high as 20 

cycles/mm, fL would have this value when the length L of the 

square is only 1.5 mm. 

Our calculations of statistical stability have made 

use of the normal distribution of spectral components. We 

is normally distributed, however. Fujii and Asakura (1974a) 

measured experimentally the first order statistics of 

the irradiance of weak diffuser speckle patterns and found 

that it is normally distributed when a, the phase standard 

deviation, is less than 2 radians. 



CHAPTER 9 

COMPARISONS WITH OTHER METHODS 

More than a decade of intensive research has shown 

how difficult it is to eliminate diffraction noise without 

causing very unacceptable amounts of speckle. Minimization 

of noise is likely to be achievable only by careful system 

design which includes consideration of the advantages of 

alternate approaches. The previous chapters of this disser

tation have focused on the many factors that must be consid

ered in the design of systems that make use of weak diffusers. 

In this chapter we will review some of the other ways of 

reducing noise that have been proposed in the literature and 

compare them with the use of weak diffusers. Under some 

circumstances, a different method may be appropriate, and 

sometimes more than one method may be used simultaneously. 

Strong diffusers are characterized by amplitude 

transmittances a(w) whose correlation distances are very 

small. The scattering process changes the irradiance of the 

light immediately in front of the diffuser (Hopkins and 

Tiziani 1970), so that it is not appropriate to characterize 

strong diffusers as phase objects. Dainty (1970) and others 

have assumed that the real and imaginary parts of a(w) are 

normally distributed. 

138 
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With the aid of Eqn. 6.1 and 6.12, the Wiener spec

trum of the speckle pattern can be written in terms of a(us) 

and the amplitude transfer function F(w): 

< cctio^)aCu^+w,)a(io2)a*Cw2+w)^ (2tt) 2 I(u) 5(w'-S) = ' 1 , 
(2tt) 

x F*(w^)F(w^+w1)F(o^)F*(u^+w) dw^da^ . 

(9.1) 

If the real and imaginary parts of a(w) are normally dis

tributed, Eqn. 2.7 can be used to express the ensemble 

average in terms of ensemble averages of pairs of terms. 

Most numerical calculations of strong diffusers have 

assumed that the amplitude of the transmitted light is 

uncorrelated from point to point. In this case, terms like 

y j y 
<a(w)a(w')> and their complex conjugates can be shown from 

Eqn. 2.7 to be zero, and the Wiener spectrum of ct(w) is a 

constant A. The speckle Wiener spectrum I (w) can be written, 

with the aid of Eqn. 2.6 

' .2 
1(2) = j 6(2) 

(2ir) 
| IfcSj)!2 a31 

• -*1 

(2D 
2* f | F(w^) 1 2] F(ti)^+u) |  ̂  diOj . (9.2) 

The first term, whose coefficient is a Dirac delta function, 

represents a constant background irradiance, and the second 
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term is the Wiener spectrum of the variable part. We can 

define a normalized Wiener spectrum IJJ(w) by dividing the 

second term by the first: 

. + / IfcS,)12[f(S1+S312 dS 

I„(u) i- 5 , 2 * 7  • C9.3) 
N [/ iFoSpl^ d3x]2 

It is not difficult to show that the speckle contrast, 

defined in Eqn. 6.26 as the ratio of the irradiance variance 

to its mean, is always one. 

Enloe (1967) characterized a diffuser as an array 

of point scatterers whose relative phases are uniformly 

distributed. His model is, of course, quite different 

from Dainty's, but it leads to Eqn. 9.3 when the density of 

point scatterers is high. This is not surprising if we con

sider that the resultant amplitude a short distance in front 

of the diffuser is a sum of amplitudes from many independent 

sources and should, by the central limit theorem, be normal

ly distributed. The real and imaginary parts of Fourier 

transform a(w) of the amplitude, as linear transformations 

of a Gaussian process, are then also normally distributed. 

The speckle Wiener spectrum is the autocorrelation 

function of the aperture transmittance if the imaging system 

aperture is large. In order to use a strong diffuser with

out creating an unacceptable amount of speckle, the system 

aperture must be much larger than that required for imaging 
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without the diffuser. The speckle contrast is unity in any 

case, but if the aperture is large, much of the speckle 

Wiener spectrum may be outside the spatial frequency region 

of the image, and it might be tolerable. Gerritsen, Hannan 

and Ramberg (1968) and Dainty (1970) have shown how speckle 

contrast can be reduced by removing this part of the Wiener 

spectrum by spatial filtering. Their calculated contrasts 

are generally greater than those calculated for weak dif-

fusers in systems with the same aperture sizes and equiva

lent amounts of spatial filtering. 

In one of the earliest methods of reducing speckle 

(Martienssen and Spiller 1967), images produced by a single 

object transparency, but different diffusers, are added. 

The contrast of the average speckle pattern is less than 

that of a single diffuser by a factor of the square root of 

the number of individual images in the sum. Adequate speck

le removal might require that this number be large; if the 

contrast of a single pattern is unity, one hundred images 

would have to be added to reduce the contrast of the resul

tant pattern to 0.1. In a variation of this method 

(Considine 1966), the object is illuminated by a moving 

diffuser and its image is recorded by a camera with a long 

exposure time. The time average of the speckle pattern is 

vanishingly small if the exposure time is long enough, 
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regardless of the actual nature of the diffuser or the 

optical system. 

Sinusoidal phase gratings have been used instead of 

random phase diffusers to reduce diffraction noise 

(Gerritsen et al. 1968). When the system aperture blocks 

the higher orders, the image contains an artifact that is 

regular and periodic in nature. Like the speckle pattern 

produced by random phase diffusers, the contrast of the 

artifact is small when the aperture is large. 

Upatnieks and Lewis (1973) have discovered that the 

image of a small number of the diffraction components of a 

sinusoidal grating can be of relatively small contrast. For 

example, if the depth of the sinusoid is 2.6 radians and if 

the first, second and third diffraction components are trans

mitted and the zero and higher orders are eliminated by spa

tial filtering, the distribution of the diffracted light is 

fairly uniform and the contrast of the filtered image of the 

gratings is 0.12. The method anticipates two crossed sinu

soidal gratings to distribute the light more uniformly, and 

the contrast is twice as high in this case, but this is still 

very small. The low contrast requires that the sinusoid be 

pure, without third harmonic content, and the artifact may 

be affected by the presence of an image, as the random 

speckle pattern is affected (see Chapter 6). Pictorial 
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results show an artifact whose contrast is probably higher 

than the calculated value. 

The two dimensional phase grating and the modifica

tion to it that Upatnieks and Lewis proposed are similar in 

several ways to the weak diffuser. The calculated contrasts 

of the artifact produced by each are comparable, although 

the grating may require high construction tolerances for the 

low contrast. Most of the energy that is diffracted by each 

of these devices is constrained within limited regions, and 

each may be designed so that the artifact that is created 

consists primarily of high spatial frequencies. The phase 

grating has high redundancy, in the sense that it spreads 

the information more evenly, and for this reason it is quite 

effective in reducing noise. The redundancy of a weak dif

fuser is limited by the specular component present in the 

light that is transmitted by it, but, as we showed in Chap

ter 3, good noise reduction does not always require high 

redundancy if the distribution of scattered light is prop

erly specified. A very important difference between the two 

devices is the nature of the artifact in the image; a random 

speckle pattern may be less objectionable than a regular 

grating artifact of the same contrast. 

Matsumura (1975) has investigated a phase diffuser 

that consists of a regular array of small squares that ran

domly change the phase of the incident light by 0 or ir 
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radians. The device is a weak diffuser because its phase 

standard deviation is only TT/2 radians, and, because of its 

binary nature, it has no specular component. Pictorial 

results have shown a relatively high contrast artifact that 

tends to trace the edges of the squares. Further research 

will undoubtedly develop the method considerably. 

We should not lose sight of the relatively common 

way of reducing noise by lengthening the imaging system so 

that surfaces that might contain dust or blemishes are far 

from the image plane. Equation 3.3 shows that the amplitude 

of the diffracted light is small in this case, so that noise 

contrast is also small. Lengthening the system can make it 

unwieldly, but when it can be done, it is a simple and effec

tive method of noise control. 

Weak diffusers offer significant advantages in con

trolling noise, but the method that is used always depends 

on the particular design constraints of the problem. In 

any case, noise control is an important and sometimes diffi

cult part of coherent system design, and a knowledge of the 

attributes of diverse techniques is always required for 

good designs. 



CHAPTER 10 

CONCLUSIONS 

In this dissertation we have investigated the design 

of coherent imaging systems with diffusers. We considered 

the factors that determine the seriousness of both diffrac

tion noise and speckle, and we showed how the effects of 

both kinds of noise can be minimized. We quantitatively 

investigated the relationships among speckle properties, 

system aperture, and the characteristics of the diffuser, 

and we showed how speckle contrast can be calculated in 

terms of the design parameters of the optical system. Our 

work showed that the optimum diffuser has a phase standard 

deviation of a fraction of a wavelength. 

Our work included examination of imaging systems 

with partially coherent illumination. It is interesting 

to compare the properties of partially coherent systems with 

those of coherent systems with diffusers, because they have 

several attributes in common. For example, the mechanism 

by which noise effects are eliminated is the same in either 

case: Noise is smeared, as shown in Fig. 1 of Chapter 3, 

by light that is scattered within the system. Imaging 

effects are also similar. Skinner (1965) has shown that the 

145 
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ensemble averaged transfer function of a coherent system with 

a strong diffuser is the same as that of an incoherent system, 

and similar comparisons can be made between partially coher

ent systems and coherent systems with weak diffusers. 

The primary advantages that coherent systems have 

over incoherent systems arise from the ability of their 

illumination to interfere. This means that holograms can 

be made of their images so that information can be stored 

efficiently and, as pointed out in the introduction, repro

duced easily. Their disadvantage, of course, is speckle, 

which is eliminated in incoherent systems by time averaging. 

At least one important attribute of coherent systems 

is lost when diffusers are introduced. Many of the informa

tion processing applications of coherent optics require a 

transformation to frequency space in a Fourier transform 

plane, and diffusers, like incoherent sources, distribute 

the light so that spatial frequencies cannot be transformed 

to points. In many respects, coherent systems with dif

fusers are intermediate between coherent and incoherent 

systems. 

The next stage of this research should be experi

mental. A diffuser should be constructed and tested, and 

the relationships among design parameters verified by . 

measurement. Most important, we should find out at least 
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in an approximate way how much speckle and how much diffrac

tion noise are tolerable, and under what conditions they 

are acceptable. 



APPENDIX A 

PROGRAM RSHIFT 

Numerical evaluation of Eqns. 6.23 through 6.26 

are performed by program RSHIFT. The program computes 

2 
1^(0)^,0), the normalized speckle Wiener spectrum, and , 

the ratio of the speckle variance to the square of its mean. 

It assumes that the diffuser and the optical system have 

rectangular symmetry, so that T(w) and F(w) can be expressed 

T(w) = Tr(u)x)Tr(u> ) 

(Al) 

T(w) = FrOx)Fr(wy) 

where Tr(w) and Fr(w) are symmetric about the origin. 

The program also provides for the calculations of 

In(oJx»0) and cr-j. in partially coherent light, using Eqns. 

6.44 and the coherence function described in Eqns. 6.45 

and 6.46. The effective source is assumed to be a square 

of constant brightness, so that the spatial coherent func

tion is a product of sine functions. 
O 

The value of Oj and the shape of the speckle Wiener 

spectrum are the same whether spatial frequencies are 

148 
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expressed in terms of radians/unit length or cycles/unit 

length. If data are stated in terms of cycles/unit length, 

Eqns. 6.23-6.26 and related equations may be modified by 

making the substitutions: 

-AsL - df 
C 2TT ) 

(2tt)2 6(2) -»• 6(f) 

(a2) 

T.(«) - T (f ) 

F(w) -> F (f) 

The major change in the form of the equation is the elimina

tion of the factor 2ir. For simplicity, we have not carried 

this factor through the computations of the computer program, 

so that individual statements might be considered to have 

used units of cycles/unit length. 

The program computes integrals by summing the values 

of their integrands at integral spatial frequencies. The 

Wiener spectrum l^(|wx|,0) is computed for 33 values of |wx|. 

The functions Tf|u>„|) and F (|w |) are each specified at 
R A R A 

the 17 lowest integral frequencies CO radians/unit length 

through 16 radians/unit length) and they are assumed to 

be zero when |w | is higher. 
A 
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The form of F (|w |) that is used in the program is 
X  A 

(I a  

( 0 ii 

.f |oj | < OM 
FRCL»J) " \ , , <A3> 
r x ln ~.f | a) | > OM , 

A 

but the program can be modified to accommodate amplitude 

transfer functions of other forms by changing function FINT. 

This function computes the value of the integral 

rfw -w') rect 
a 

3
 
+
 -

O 3 v 

a 
rect 

3
 

+
 -

O 3 v 

v I  
rect 

k 2 ; 
dwa , (A4) 

where r (u>) is defined by Eqn. 6.45. 

The program requires as input data the variables OM, 

VAR, A and FS, read according to FORMAT [F(9.4)], followed 

by 17 values of T (|w|), read according to FORMAT [17(F4.1)]. 

The variable OM is defined in Eqn. A3, VAR is the phase 

variance and FS is the highest spatial frequency passed by 

an image processing system that transmits unattenuated fre

quencies FS and below. The variable A is the width of the 

effective source, represented as 2^ in Eqn. 6.45. The func

tion T(|w|), represented in the program as the array T, is 

normalized after it is read so that its two-dimensional 

integral is equal to VAR. 

The first line of the output consists of the four 

input variables VAR, OM, A and FS. This line is followed 

by the values of the input array T, which represents the 
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phase Wiener spectrum. The numbers are printed as they were 

read, before normalization. The spatial frequencies to which 

the subscripts refer are one less than the value of the sub

script, i.e., T(l) refers to the value of the phase Wiener 

spectrum at 0 cycles/unit length. This is true of all arrays 

in the output; it is expedient because Fortran does not per

mit 0 as a subscript label. 

The variables HI, H2, H3, H4 and H5 are the five 

terms of Eqn. 6.25 that follow the first term of unity. The 

terms are printed in the order in which they appear in the 

equation. The variable DC is the sum of the five terms and 

-2a2 
unity which, apart from the factor e , is equal to 

The arrays that constitute the remainder of the out

put are the terms Eqn. 6.23, divided by I^VG" array * 

is Ijj(tt), and IA1 and IA2 are the two terms of Ijjj(w). 

The array ISE is the total contribution of Ijjj(w), and 

ITOTA is the total contribution of Ijj(w) and 1j j j - The 

contributions of I jyt, (<*>)> ^iVc^ an<* ̂ IVd^ are 

the arrays ITT, TTU, ITV and IG4 and the array INTL repre

sents the total contribution of the fourth order terms. The 

values of I(|w |,0), which is plotted in Figs. 9, 12, 14, 15 

and 17, are in the array TOTAL. 

2 
The speckle variance Oj is the integral of Eqn. 

6.26. Because IM(w ,w ) cannot be represented as products x y 

of integrals over w and w coordinates, it is most 
x y 
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straightforward to compute separately the contribution from 

each of the terms of Eqn. 6.23, The variables QA and RA are 

the contributions to the phase variance from Ij j and 

without and with spatial filtering. The variables 

QB, QC, QD and QE represent the contributions of 

*IVb'-w^, *IVc^w^ an<^ *IVd^ without spatial filtering and 

RB, RC, RD and RE are the corresponding contributions when 

higher frequencies of the speckle pattern are removed by 

filtering. The speclcle variances without and with spatial 

filtering, whose square roots are plotted in Figs. 10 and 

11, are QG and RG. 

The remainder of the output consists of the contri

butions to TOTAL from the individual fourth order terms. 

Arrays IC1 and ID1 are contributions of Ijya(^)> IE1, IF1 

and IG1 of Iivb(u), IH1 and IJ1 of IjVc(w) and IWW, IWX, 

IWY and IWZ of • The arrays appear in the same order 

as they appear in Eqn. 6.24. 

The program can be followed with the aid of the 

comment statements that it contains. The variables of 

integration that are represented in the DO loops are 

identified by the comments that follow the DO statements. 

The variables w, , and are identified by W, W1, W2 

and W3. The spatial frequency to which indices identified 

by W refer are one less than the index, so that index 1 

refers to a spatial frequency of 0 cycles/unit length. 
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The spatial frequency to which other indices of DO loops 

refer can be computed from the formula 

where K is the higher indexing parameter and I is the index. 

The program can be followed more easily by making 

use of the following definitions of variables: 

1. The variable DC is > defined by Eqn. 6.25, 

without the factor e" ° . This variable is computed in sub

routine DCALRE. 

2. When the illumination is coherent, the array TL 

describes the integral 

The first index of the array refers to to and the second to 

w-p The array is calculated in subroutine DPRCAL. 

values of the integral of Eqn. A4. The indices are defined 

TL(I,J) 

3. The two-dimensional array FI(I,J) refers to 

4. When the illumination is coherent, the arrays 

U and U1 describe the integrals 
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U -*• | TTO^T^J+O^) DTOG 

U1 •+ | T (0)3) T (0)3+0)^) F 
0)3-0)^ 

Q ,  

|M3-FT)2-H)| 
(A7) 

5. When the illumination is coherent, the arrays 

VI, V2, V3 and V4 describe the integrals 

VI -> 

V2 

V3 

| TFO^+O)^) 7(0)3)1 (0)3+0^) DO^DO)^ 

0)T RO), -O)I 
T(U2+«1)T(O)3)T(O)3+TA)1) F ̂  F -JJ—J DO)3DO)1 

C /-0)7.-0)71 (0)~-0)7-0)-) 
j  T^^JTCj lTtY^)  3Z| f [ -5Z_J ( A 8 )  

X F 
0), 

a .  

0), -0) 

a,  i  d u3d w i  

V4 T(0)2+0)^)T(0 ) 3 )T(O)3+O)^) F 
F<V<»2l 

F Q ,  0 
F 

2 ; 

0), +0)~+0)-J 
DO)3DO)1 

When the illumination is partially coherent, the products' of 

the aperture functions F(OJ) in the aforementioned quantities 

are replaced by the integral in Eqn. A5. 
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PROGRAM RSHIFT 73/73 OPT'O TRACE FTN 4.3+P393 

PROGRAM RSHIFTCINPUT,OUTPUT) 
C 
C CALCULATE ONE DIMENSTIONAL OUTPUT 
C 

REAL T{17)»IA1(33)>IB1<33)>IT0TA133)#FI<161»33)»TL(33# 33)#TTU(33I# 
lINTH33)#ISE(33)#T0TALt33)» 
2IH1<33># IJ1(33),ITV<33I,IWW(33>,IWX(33I#IWY(33>»IGM33)»IWZ{33J 
REAL S1{33)»S2(33)#S3(33)»S'«(33I>S5(33)»S6(33)»S7(33J»S8{33J 
REAL U(65) *U1(65)#V1(129)#V2(129)#V3(129>»V4(129> 
REAL I <33>#IC1<33),ID1<33>#ITT(33>»IE1(33>»IFH33>#IG1(33J 
READ 150#0M 
READ 150# VAR 
READ 150# A 
READ 150# FS 

150 F0RMAT(F9.4> 
READ 300# T 

300 F0RMAT(17(F4al)) 
PRINT 308 

308 FORMAT(1H1) 
PRINT 301,VAR,0M#A#FS 

301 FORMAT(1X#4HVAR"#F7.4»2X> 3H0H«#F7.4#2X»2HA»»F9.4»2X#3HFS"#F9»4) 
DO 302 IJ*1#17 
PRINT 303#I J# T(IJ) 

303 F0RHAT(lX#2HTt»I2#2HI"»F7«4l 
302 CONTINUE 

IFtA.GT.1000.) A-1000. 
TOT-O.O 
DO 201 Il"l»17 
F« 1. 0 
IF(Il.EQ.l) F».5 

201 TOT-TOTtF+nil) 
T0T*2.*T0T/S0RT(VARI 
DO 202 I2»l#17 

202 T(I2)»T(I2)/TOT 
C 

KS°IFIX(FS)*1 
DO 203 I3»l#161 

C W1 
DO 203 I3A»1#33 

C W 
IFA»I3-81 

203 FI(I3#I3A)*FINT( IF A# Ay Oil# 13A) 
CALL DCALRE(T#FI#DC) 
PRINT 102 
PRINT 102 

C 
C FIND GROUPS 2 AND 3 
C 

01»0.0 
02=0.0 
03 '0.0 
04-0.0 
05«0.0 
0 6 * 0 * 0  
07-0.0 
0 8 » 0 . 0  
CALL DPRCA(T*TL»FI) 
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PROGRAM RSHIFT 73/73 OPT-O TRACE FTN 4.3*P393 

R1-R1**2/DC 
R2-R2+*2/0C 
R3»P3**2/0C 
R4-R4»*2/0C 
R5-R5»*2/OC 
R6»R6*»2/0C 
R7»R7**2/0C 
0A«2.+01-4.*02+2.*03+4.•04-4.*05-4.*06+4.*07 
RA»2.*R1-4.*R2+2.*R3+4.»R4-4.*R5-4.»R6*4.»R7 
01«0.0 
02-0.0 
03-0.0 
04-0.0 
05-0.0 
06*0.0 
Q7-0.0 
OD 206 16-1,33 
ISE<I6>-IA1U6)-IB1«I6> 

206 IT0TMI6>-I(I6)+ISECI6J 
DO 207 17-1,33 
PRINT 100,I7,I(I7),I7,IA1<I7>,I7,IB1(I7),17,ISE(I7>,I7,IT0TA(I7> 

100 FCRKAT<1X,2HK,I2,2H>-,F10.8,7X»4HIA1(,I2,2H>-,F10.8,7X,4HIB1C, 
lI2»2HI-»F10.8»7X»4HISEt»I2»2H)-»F10.8,7X>6HITOTAt»I2,2H)*»FlO.8J 

207 CONTINUE 
C 
C FIND GROUP 4A 
C 

DO 208 18-1,33 
C V 

SI(18 >-0.0 
S2 C16 J-0.0 
S3U8I-0.0 
S4118)*0.0 
IC1 118)"0.0 
ID1C18 J °0.0 
ITT(I8)»0.0 
00 211 111-1,33 

C HI 
S 5 i m > » o . o  
DO 210 110-1,33 

C W3 
I10A-I11+I10—33 
IF <I10A.LE.0) I10A-2-I10A 
110B* 34-110 

210 S51IHI-S5J111 )+Tl(18,1108)*T(I10A) 
211 CONTINUE 

00 209 19-1,33 
I9AS*I9+64 
19A"19-16 
IFII9A.IE.0J 19A-2-I9A 
I9B-I9+I8-17 
IF(I9B.LE.O) I9B-2-I9B 
CI-FI<I9AS,18) 
OL-FI (el,181 
SI U8)-S11I8) + S5U9)»T(I9B)*T(I9A)*CI 
S2<IS>-S2(I8»*S5(I9)*T(I9B>*T{I9A>*01 
S3(I8)*S3(I8)»S5(17)*T(I98)*T<I9A)*Cl 
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PROGRAN RSHIFT 73/73 0PT-0 TRACE FTN 4.3+P393 

S4lI8)"S4CI8l*S5(17)*TCI9B)*Tf I9AI *0L 
209 CONTINUE 
208 CONTINUE 

00 212 I12*l» 33 
0Z»2.0 
IF{I12.E0.1J QZ»1.0 
Ql»01+0Z*SltIlZ) 
02»02+0Z»S2(I12l 
03=03*0Z*S3(I12) 
04»04+QZ»S4<I12> 
IFUI2.NE.KSJ 60 TO 401 
Rl-01 
R2«02 
R3-03 
R4-04 

401 CONTINUE 
IC1(I12>»(S1(I12)*S1(1)-S2(I12)»S2«1)I»2./0C 
ID1(I12)*(S3(I12)$S3{1I-S4(112)*S4(l>l*2./0C 

212 ITT(I12)»IC1<I12J-ID1(I12) 
01*01*+2/0C 
02»02+*2/DC 
03«03+*2/DC 
Q4»Q4**2/0C 
R1-R1**2/DC 
R2«R2**?/DC 
R3»R3t-2/0C 
R4*R4»»2/DC 
08*2.*01—2.+02—2.*03+2.*04 
R3*2.*R1-2.*R2-2.*R3»2.*R4 
01-0.0 
02*0.0 
03*0.0 
04-0.0 

102 FORMAT C1H0) 
C 
C FINO GROUP 4B 
C 

DO 214 113*1*33 , 
C W / 

smi3)*o.o 
S2(I13>*0.0 
S3II13>*0.0 \ 
00 214 I14»l»33 

C WI 
114A* 114-16 
IFU14A.IE.0) I14A-2-114A 
I14B*I14+I13-17 
IF (I14B.LE.0) 1148*2-1148 
S1II13)*SHI13)*TI(I13»I14) *TL (I13»I14)*T(I14AJ*T(II48I 
S2(n3>»S2(I13) + Tl(I13,17l»Tt(I13,17)*T(I14A)»TCI14B) 
S3(Il3)-S3{I13)+Tt<113>I14»»TL«I13>17l*T(I14A)»TtI14B) 

214 CONTINUE 
DO 215 115*1>33 
OZ *2•0 
IF(I15.E0.1) 0Z»1.0 
01-01*0Z*S1U15J 
02*02*0Z*S2(I15> 
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PROGRAM RSHIFT 73/73 0PT*0 TRACE FTN 4.3+P393 

O3*03«-0Z»S3(I15> 
IF tI15.NE.KS) GO TO 402 
R1*Q1 
R2»Q2 
R3»Q3 

402 CONTINUE 
iEi(n5)««satii5>»si(U)»2./oc 
IFHI15)*CS2(I15)*S2(1))*2./DC 
IG1<I15)*(S3<I15)*S3<1))»4./DC 

215 TTU<115)*IE1(115)+IFl«I15>-IGl1115) 
Ql*Ql»»2/DC 
02*02»*2/0C 
Q3*Q3**2/DC 
R1»R1**2/0C 
R2«R2**2/0C 
R3»R3**2/DC 
0C»2.*01+2.*02—4.*03 
RC*2.*R1*2.*R2-4.»R3 
Q1*0.0 
02*0.0 
03*0.0 

c 
C FIND GROUPS 4C AN8 40 
C 

00 220 I20-1/33 
C W 

Sl(I20)-0.0 
S 21120)"0.0 
S3(I20)»0.0 
S6(I20)*0.0 
S7{120)«0.0 
S8(I20)*0.0 
00 221 121-1*129 

C W2 
121A*121*120-65 
I21S*I21*16 
IFII21A.LE.0) I21A-2-I21A 
IFII21A.GT.17) GO TO 221 
1 2  I B * I  2 1 — 6 4  
IFU218.LE.0) I21B-2-I218 
VI« I21)*0.0 
V2(I21>*0.0 
V3(I2l)*0.0 
V4(t2l 1*0.0 
00 222 I22»l»65 

C VI 
I22A=I22-32 
IFII22A.LE.0I I22A-2-I22A 
122 B*122—120-31 

• I22BS*I22B+80 
IF(I22B.LE.0) I22B-2-I22B 
I22C*122+121—97 
I22CS*I22C+80 
IF(I2ZC.LE.O) IZZC'Z-lZZC 
IF (I22C'.GT.17) GO TO 222 
1220* 121+ I22*120—98 
IF 11220.LE.O) 1220*2-1220 

N 
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PROGRAM RSHIFT 73/73 0PT»0 TRACE FTN 4.3+P393 

U(I22)>0.0 
U1(I22I»0.0 
DO 223 I23-l»33 

C «3 
123KS*121-123+33 
123A»123-16 
IFtI23A.LE.0l I23A-2-I23A 
IF{I23A.GT.17> GO TO 223 
I23B*123+122—49 
IF(I238.1E.0> I238»2-I23B 
IF(I238.GT.17) GO TO 223 
123C*123-121+49 
IF(I23C.lE.O) I23C-2-I23C 
I23D*I23-121-120+50 
IF(I23D.LE.0> I23D-2-I23D 
U(I22)»U(I22)+T(I23A)*T(I238) 
CL*FI (I23KS,120) 
U1(I22)"U11122)+T(I23A)*T{1238)*CL 

223 CONTINUE 
C»U<122»*TCI22C > 
VU 121 >«V1 (121) +C 
Cl-FI(I22CS,I20> 
V4(I21) * V 4 (I21}+C*Cl 

230 CONTINUE 
Cl = FUI22BS,I20J 
V2(I21)«V2(I21)+C*Ct 
CA»Ul(I22)*T(I22CI*Cl N 
V3( I21) = V3(I21)+CA 

' 222 CONTINUE 
S2(I20)»S2(I20)+V2(I2U*TCI21A) 
S6(I2 0>*S6(I20)+V3(I21I*T(I21AJ 
S3<I20>*S3U20>+V1U21)«TCI21A> 
CL«FIU21S»I20) 
S1(I20) « S 1 ( X 2 C )+V1(I21)4T(I21A)*CL 
S7( I20)»S7(I20) + VMI21)*T(I21A)*CL 
S8C I20)»S8«I20> + V2(I2im(I21A>»CL 

221 CONTINUE 
220 CONTINUE 

DO 225 I25»l>33 
Dl«FI (81,125) 
SUI25)"S1<I25I*DI 
S5(I25)»S2(I25)+0L 

225 S3II25)»S3(I25MCDL+*2» 
00 226 I26»l,33 
QZ»2.0 
IF(I26.E0.L) 0Z-1.0 
01»Ql + 0Z*SUI26t 
02»02+QZ*S2«I26» 
Q3-Q3+QZ*S3<I26» 
04>0<<+aZ*S't( 1261 
05>05+0Z»S5II26) 
Q6-06+QZ*S6(I26L 
Q7"Q7+QZ*S7(I26J 
08»08+0Z*S8<I26) 
IFl I26.NE.KS) GO TO 403 
Rl-01 
R2»02 
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PROGRAM RSHIFT 73/73 0PT«0 TRACE FTN 4.3+P393 

R3-03 
R4«04 
R5*05 
R6-Q6 
R7-07 
R8«Q8 

403 CONTINUE 
IHUI26J«($l(I26}*Sltl>-2.*S4(X26)*S4(ll+S3(I26)*S3Cl))*2.M3«*0C> 
IJHI26>-(S2II26)*S2(1)-2.*S5(I26»*S5«1» + S3<I26»*S3C1»)/(Z.*0CJ 
ITV(I26)»IH1(I26)-IJIU26> 
IWW<I26)-S6(I26)*S6UI/DC 
I r f X I I 2 6 ) " S 7 < I 2 6 ) * S 7 t l ) * 2 « / D C  
I W Y ( I 2 f c ) » S 2 ( I 2 6 ) f S 2 ( l ) / D C  
I W Z ( I 2 6 ) » S 8 ( I 2 6 ) * S 8 ( 1 ) * 4 . / 0 C  
IGMI26)«IWWU26)+IWX(I26> + WCI26»-IWZCI26» 

226 CONTINUE 
01» 01**2/0C 
02«02**2/DC 
Q3«03**2/0C 
04»0<»*»2/DC 
05-05*»2 / 0 c  
06»06**2/OC 
Q7*Q7»*2/DC 
O8«O8**2/0C 
Rl»Rl**2/0C 
R2«R2**2/0C 
R3«R3+*2/DC 
R4»R4**2/QC 
R5>R5»+2/DC 
R6«R6»*2/0C 
R7-R7*»2/DC 
R8»R8*»2/0C 
Q0»<Ql-2.•04*03)*2./3.-(02-2.•Q5»03>/2. 
O E  " 0 6  * - 2  •  * 0 7 * 0 2 — 4 .  + 0 8  
RD»(Rl-2.+R4*R3)*2./3.-<R2-2.*R5+R3>/2. 
RE-R6*2.*R7+R2-4.*R8 
00 227 I27»l> 33 

227 INTL<I27)»ITT(I27)+TTU(I27)tITV(I27J+IG4(I27l 
PRINT 102 
PRINT 102 
DO 228 I28-1.33 
r" JUT 105«I28>ITT(I28)»I28>TTLI(I28)»I29»ITV(I28)»I28/IG4(I28J» 

112 811NTL(128 > 
105 FORMAT«1X,4HITT(»I2,2H>»,F10.8»7X,4HTTU«>I2#2HJ",F10.8»7X,4HITVC» 

lI2,2H).,F10.B,7X,4HIG4«,I2,2H)»,F10.8,7Xp5HINTU»I2»2HJ«,F10.8> 
228 CONTINUE 

DO 232 132=1*33 
232 TOTALU32>-ITOTA(I32) + INTt.«I32> 

PRINT 102 
PRINT 102 
DO 233 133*1 *33 
PRINT 107,I33»T0TALCI33I 

107 FORHATIIX,6HT0TALl»I2>2H>«»F10.8) 
233 CONTINUE 

PRINT 102 
QG»OA + CB*OC+Q(HQE 
RG»RAfR8fRC*RD*RE 



RSHIFT 73/73 OPT-O TRACE FTN 4.3+P393 

PRINT 405,QA,0B,QC,QD,0E 
405 FORMAT (IX, 3H0A", F10. 8,4X>3HQB»,F10.8»4X,3HQC»,F10.8,4X,3HQ0"'» 

IF 10.8,IX,3H0E»,F10.8) 
PRINT 406,QG 

406 F0RMAT(1X,3HQG"»F10.8J 
PRINT 407,RA,R8,RC,RD,RE 

407 F0RMAT(1X,3HRA=,F10.8,4X»3HRB»>F10.8,4X,3HRC»,F10.8,4X,3HRD»> 
1F10.0,4X,3HRE»,F10.8) 
PRINT 408rRG 

408 F0RMAT(1X,3HRG",F10.8) 
PRINT 102 
PRINT 102 
PRINT 102 
PRINT 140 

140 FORMAT( 1X,2?HINDI1/IDUAL TERMS BELOW) 
PRINT 141 

141 FORMAT(1X,8HGROUP 4A> 
00 304 H4-1.33 
PRINT 142,114,IC1(H4),H4,I01CH4) 

142 FORMAT (1 X,4HIC1 ( , 12,2H)• ,F10.8,7X, 4HIDH» 12,ZH)-»F10.8) 
304 CONTINUE 

PRINT 102 
PRINT 143 

143 F0RMAT(1X,8HGR0UP 4BJ 
DO 305 M5=»l,33 
PRINT 144,M5,IE1(H5),H5, IF 1<K 5 > > H 5 > IG1( H 5 > 

144 FORMAT IIX,4HIE11,12,2H>-,F10.8/7X,4HIF1(,IZ,2H)»,F10.B,7X,4HIG1C, 
1I2,2H)«,F10.8) 

305 CONTINUE 
PRINT 102 
PRINT 145 

145 FORMAT(IX,8HGR0UP 4C) 
DO 306^6»1,33 
PRINT 146,M6,IH1(H6),M6, IJ H M 6 )  

146 FORMAT(1X,4HIH1(,IZ,2HJ-,F10.8,7X,4HIJl(»12,2H)•,F10.8) 
306 CONTINUE 

PRINT 102 
PRINT 147 

147 F0RMAT(1X,8HGR0UP 40) 
DO 307 M7"l» 33 
PRINT 148,M7,I WW CM7 > ,M7, IWX <M7), ,17, IWY (M7», 117,1WZ (H7> 

148 F0RMAT(1X,«HIWW(,I2,2H)»,F10.8,7X>4HIWX(,I2,2H)»,F10.8, 7 X , 4 H I W Y « »  
1I2,2H)-,F10.6,7X,4HIWZ(,I2,2H)-,F10.8I 

307 CONTINUE 
END 
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SUBROUTINE OPRCA 73/73 OPT-O TRACE FTN 4.3+P393 

X SUBROUTINE OPRCA(T»TL>FI) 
C 
C COMPUTE TL INTEGRAL 
C 

5 REAL T(17),TU33»33)/FH161»33> 
DO 200 I»l>33 

C W 
00 200 Il»l»33 

C W1 
10 TL(I,Il)-0.0 

DO 200 I2»l»33 
C W2 

I2A»I1+12*^7 
I2C-I2-16 

15 IF1I2C.LE.0I I2C-2-I2C 
CL*FI(I2A>I) 
TL(I»I1)"TL(I>I1)+CL*T(I2C) 

200 CONTINUE 
RETURN 

20 END 



SUBROUTINE OCALRE 73/73 OPT-O TRACE FTN 4.3+P393 

1 SUBROUTINE DCALRE<T,FT»OCT) 
C 
C CALCULATE 8ACKGR0UN0 
C 

5 REAL T(17J,FTC161,33» 
Hl-0.0 
00 204 14-2,17 
I4S»I4+80 
CL-FTII^S*1» 

10 DL«FT(81>1) 
204 HI*H1+T(14)*CL 

H1-2.*H1+T(X)*0L 
H2-0.0 
00 206 I5»l»33 

15 C HI 
I5A-I5-16 
rF(ISA.LE.O) I5A-2-I5A 
DO 206 I6»l,65 

C W2 
20 16A«15*16—49 

IF(I6A.LE.0) I6A-2-I6A 
IF(I&A.GT.17) GO TO 206 
I6B-16-32 
I6S«l6+48 

25 CL"FT{I6S»1> 
IF(I6B.LE.O) I6B-2-I6B 
H2«H2»T(I5A)*T(I6A)*CL 

206 CONTINUE 
S»H1**2. 

30 HI*2.*S 
H2"H2**2 
H3«S**2 
DC* 1 •+H1+H2+H3 

C 
35 C CALCULATE NEXT ORDER 

C 
H4«0.0 
DO 207 17*1*69 

C HI 
40 I7S*I7»48 

I7A»I7-32 
IF<I7A<LE<0) I7A-2-I7A 
DO 203 18-1,129 

C U2 
45 I8A»I7+I8-97 

IF(I8A.LE.0) I8A-2-I8A 
IFU8A.GT.17) GO TO 208 
00 209 I9"l»257 

C V3 
50 I9A.18+19-193 

IFU9A.LE.0) I9A-2-I9A 
IFII9A.GT.17) GO TO 209 
J9B-I9-128 
IFII9B.LE.0) I9B-2-I9B 

55 IF1I98.GT.17) GO TO 209 
H4»H4+T(I9B)*T(I9A>*T(18A)*FT(I7S,1) 

209 CONTINUE 
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SUBROUTINE DCALRE 73/73 OPT-O TRACE FTN 4.3+P393 

208 CONTINUE 
207 CONTINUE 

60 H4»(H4**2>/3. 
H5-H2+H1 
DCT»DC+H<H-H5 
PRINT X00»H1»H2»H3»H'«»H5»DCT 

100 FORMAT(IX,3HH1-.F7.4,2X,3HH2-,F7.4,2X»3HH3*»F7.«#2X# 
65 12X,3Hm-,F7.<i,2X>3HH5»,F7.<r»2Xj3H0C«fF7.4fZX> 

RETURN 
END 
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FUNCTION FINT 73/73 OPT-O TRACE FTN 4.3+P393 

FUNCTION FINT(H,A,0MI,P» 
C 
C COMPUTE COHERENCE INTEGRAL 
C 

INTEGER P 
0M-0NU.01 
EP-P-1 
IF f<Z.«OH).GE.EP> GO TO 303 
FINT-0.0 
RETURN 

303 EM-M 
IF(A.l_T.(Z.*OH-EP) J GO TO 300 
IF(A.GT.<.001>J GO TO 301 
FINf-0.0 
RETURN 

301 CONTINUE 
IF<EM.LT.C-0N-A/2.)> FINT-0.0 
IF((EM.GE.(-OM-A/2.)).ANO.(EM.LE.(OI1-A/2.-EP>»> 

I FINT»(0M+EM+A/2.)/A 
IFt(EH.GT.(0K-A/Z.-EP)).AN0.rEH.LT.«-0H+A/2.))» 
I FINT«(2.«0H-EP)/A 
IF< (EM.GE.(-0M<-A/2.)).AND.(EM.lE.(0IHA/2.-EP>>) 

1 FINT-<0rt+A/2.-EM-EP)/A 
IF(EM.GT.(0M+A/2.-EP>l FINT-0.0 
RETURN 

300 CONTINUE 
IF(A.LT.«.OOU» GO TO 30Z 
IF(EM.tr.(-A/Z.-OMn FINT-0.0 
IF((EK.GE.(-A/Z.-OH)).ANO.{EH.LE.CA/2.-OH)>l 

1 FINT«(QMfA/2.+EM)/A 
IF((EH.GT.lA/Z.-OM)).AND.{EM.IT.(-A/Z.»OH-EP}I> 
1 FINT-1.0 
IF ((EM.GE. (-EP-A/2.+0H) I . AND. (Ell.IE . t-EP»A/Z.+OHI 11 

1 FINT«COM»A/Z.-EP-EM)/A 
IF<EH.GT.<-EP+A/Z.+OM)i FINT-0.0 
RETURN 

302 CONTINUE 
IF(EH.LT.(-A/Z.-OM>> FINT-0.0 
IF((EH.GE.(A/Z.-OM)).AND.(EM.UE.(-EP-A/2.+0N))l FINT-1.0 
IF(EN.GT.(-EP*A/2.*0m> FINT-0.0 
RETURN 
END 
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